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Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robe1i Peterson and Nancy Peterson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,
V.

Case No, CV-2007-3163

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT
PETERSON IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS
and YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; and DA YID
LAWRENCE,
Third-Party Plaintiffs,
V.

. ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wife,
Third-Party Defendants.
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STATE OF IDAHO

)
)

County of Bingham

)

I, Robert Peterson, being duly sworn, depose and say as follows:
1.

J am named as a Third-Party Defendant in the above-captioned matter.

2.

I have personal knowledge of the facts herein and could so testify if called as a

witness.
3.

I cmTently am 56 years old and am the son of Kenneth (deceased) and Fern

Peterson.
4.

Since my early years, my parents owned real prope1iy in Bingham County, Idaho,

the legal description of which, as originally held by them, is contained in Exhibit A attached
hereto (the "Peterson Property"). This land consists of mountains, valleys, rolling hills, and
swales and contains springs and streams disbursed throughout. Some portions of this property
are timbered and some are areas of open sagebrush and grass. The Peterson Property originally
included those lands designated with yellow and with pink borders in Exhibit B attached hereto.
5.

I grew up involved in my parents' farming and ranching operations, including

those conducted by my parents on the Peterson Propeiiy. Up until 2005, I worked and recreated
on the entire Peterson Property on a continuous basis, and I am familiar with the location and
condition of the improvements that existed on the Peterson Prope1iy and the roads that were used
to access the Peterson Prope1iy.
6.

Prior to approximately 1983, my father (and I) gained access to the Peterson

Property by means of a two-track, unimproved road crossing through private prope1iy owned by
other individuals. The approximate location and course of this two track road, hereinafter
referred to as the "Blue Line Road," is indicated by a blue line on the attached Exhibit B.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT PETERSON IN
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7.

The Peterson Property was used by my father primarily for summer livestock

grazing. In approximately I 982 or 1983, however, my father sold some of the timber on the
Peterson Property and logging operations occurred there for three to four years. In connection
with facilitating this logging operation, my father obtained an easement from the State ofidaho
Department of Lands to cross approximately one-half mile of State-owned land from a county
road known locally as the "Blackfoot Reservoir Road" to access the eastern boundary of the
following portion of my parents' property:
Township 2 South, Range 40 East, B.M., Bingham County, Idaho
Section 19: Wl/2SE1/4, El/2SW1/4, Lots 3 and 4;
Section 30: Lot 1, NE1/4NWI/4, Nl/2NE1/4

8.

In exchange for granting this easement, the State of Idaho, which also intended to

and did log its own lands to the west, requested and obtained an easement from my parents
across the above-described lands. A true and co1Tect copy of c01Tespondence from George
Bacon, Director of the Idaho Department of Lands, dated January 16, 2009, confirming the
easement across the State's land is deemed by the State to be appurtenant to the above-described
lands is attached hereto as Exhibit C. This Exhibit C includes, as attachments, true and correct
copies of the Easement Agreements for the exchanged easements.

9.

After the Easement Ah,reements were exchanged by my parents and the State of

Idaho, a road was constructed from the Blackfoot Reservoir Road across the State Land and the
real property described in Paragraph 7 above. This road was constructed to provide a more
direct route than the Blue Line Road for the logging trucks hauling timber off both my father's
property and the State lands. Because of its improved character and more direct route, as a
matter of convenience, this road (hereinafter the "Red Line Road") became the customary, but
not exclusive, way to access to the Peterson Property. The approximate location and course of
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the Red Line Road is indicated by a red line on the attached Exhibit B. Access could still be
obtained using the Blue Line Road described in Paragraph 6 above that was used for access
historically.
10.

I believe there is another means of access to the southern-most portion of the

Peterson Prope1ty. That means of historical access commences north of the State land lying
between the Robert Peterson Property and the Blackfoot Reservoir Road, follows the line of the
original county road south and then diverges west across the State land to an unlocked gate at the
eastern boundary of the southernmost parcel near the southeast comer of the SE 1/4NE1/4 of
Section 30, T2S, R40E, B.M .. My understanding is that this road (the general location and
course of which is indicated as a green line on Exhibit B hereto and is referred to hereinafter as
the "Green Line Road") was the historical means of access from the county road to an old cabin,
the site of which is on lands owned by Private Wilderness LLC and is marked with an "x" on
Exhibit B hereto.
11.

Yet another access route to the Private Wilderness Prope1ty is a road situated

south of the Blue, Red and Green Line Roads that runs west from the Blackfoot Reservoir Road
into Commissary Basin and then north through State lands, through portions of what now is the
Private Wilderness Prope1iy, and to the Robert Peterson Property. This road is accessible by
vehicle and historically has been used by logging trucks to haul logs, by pickups, snowmobiles,
four-wheelers, and all terrain vehicles. The location and general course of this access route is
depicted by a yellow line on Exhibit B attached hereto (the "Yellow Line Road").
12.

To my knowledge each of the access routes described above, the Blue Line Road,

Red Line Road, Green Line Road, and Yellow Line Road, have provided, and still would
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provide, physical access to what was the origina~ Peterson Property, including those parcels now
owned by Private Wilderness LLC.
13.

In July of 1994, my parents sold to me and my wife, Nancy Peterson, the same

real property legally described in Paragraph 7 above, which consists of approximately 3 70 acres.
This property is generally depicted by the parcel outlined ir. yellow on the map attached hereto as
Exhibit B (herein referred to as the "Robe1t Peterson Property"). A true and correct copy of the
Deed from my parents to Nancy and me is attached hereto as Exhibit D. In connection with this
purchase, Nancy and I entered into an agreement with my parents that stated, among other
things, Nancy and I would convey to my father an easement in gross providing him access
during his lifetime across the Robert Peterson Property. True and correct copies of this
agreement and the easement in gross are attached hereto as Exhibit E and Exhibit F respectively.
14.

My parents and I structured the purchase and the easement in gross this way

because my father wanted me to have a choice about whether the Red Line Road, or any other
roads crossing my property, would be available to access my parents' remaining prope1ty after
my father died. This is why my parents did not reserve an easement across the Robert Peterson
Property benefitting their property in their deed to Nancy and me. At the same time, Nancy and I
granted my father the easement in gross because we understood that he wanted to have access
across our property while he was alive. Neither my parents nor Nancy and I believed my father
otherwise would have had access across the Robert Peterson Property without this easement in
gross, nor did we intend to create any permanent easement or recognize any other type of
easement across the Robert Peterson Property.
15.

Commencing in 1994 I assumed ownership of the Robert Peterson Property and

have made various uses of, and improvements to, said prope1ty. I have permitted limited
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recreational use on it by church groups, the Boy Scouts, family, and friends. Most of this
property has been leased to local ranchers for the summer grazing of their cattle. These
pe1missive uses occurred on the Robert Peterson Prope1ty but not on my parents' retained
property. I provided keys to my guests and lessees for them to gain entry through a locked gate
at the Blackfoot Reservoir Road.
16.

From 1994 until approximately 1998 my parents continued to use the property

that he and my mother had retained ownership of for his own cattle operation. After 1998, my
parents' property also was leased to local ranchers for summer grazing.
17.

In 2003 my father, Kenneth Peterson, passed away, and his interest in their

prope1ty passed to my mother, Fern Peterson. Thereafte:·, I assisted her in managing her
property, and I entered into grazing leases with various local ranchers on her behalf No other
uses of my mother's prope1ty occun-ed after my father passed away.
18.

In 2004 my mother, Fern Peterson, indicated to me that she wanted to sell her

prope1ty. Third-Party Plaintiff Kevin Murray had been serving as my and Nancy's agent in
attempting to sell the Robe1i Peterson Property, and my mother entered into a verbal agreement
with him to assist her.
I 9.

In January of 2005 my mother entered into an agreement to sell her prope1ty to

Third-Party Plaintiffs Kevin Murray and Sherri Murray, Cecil Davis and Yu Wen Davis and
David Lawrence; and the purchase was closed in the name of Third-Party Plaintiff Private
Wilderness, LLC (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Private Wilderness"). True and correct
copies of the Purchase and Sale Agreement and Grant Deed of conveyance between my mother
and Private Wilderness are attached hereto as Exhibit G and Exhibit H respectively. The real
property conveyed to Private Wilderness by the Grant Deed is herein referred to as the "Private
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Wilderness Property" and is generally depicted by the three parcels outlined in pink on Exhibit B
attached hereto.
20.

In both the purchase and sale agreement and the deed between Fern Peterson and

Private Wilderness, the purchasers were expressly notified that the property was being purchased
without any warranty of access by Fern Peterson.
21.

Under the terms of section 3.8 (Access) of the Fern Peterson-Private Wilderness

purchase and sale agreement, the closing was contingent upon, among other things, the purchaser
satisfying itself that access was available or on the waiver of this contingency. Inasmuch as
Kevin Murray had been my agent when I was seeking to sell my property, he was well aware of
the issues surrounding access across both the State land and my property.
22.

I was aware of the tenns and above-described contingencies in the purchase and

sale agreement. Prior to the closing of the purchase and sale, and I inquired whether Private
Wilderness was intending to discuss access across the Robert Peterson Property with me. P1ior
to the closing, I never obtained an affirmative response or request to discuss the issue of access
across my property from any of the Third-Party Plaintiffs, and I assumed that they were not
intending to cross the Robert Peterson Property.
23.

Upon closing the purchase of the Private Wilderness Prope1ty, the Third-Party

Plaintiffs immediately sought to press a right of access through the Robert Peterson Property by
the Red Line Road and no other, although they were aware of the existence of alternate historical
access to their prope1ty.
24.

At no time did I ever represent to any of the Third-Paity Plaintiffs that they had an

easement across the Robe1i Peterson Prope1ty. Prior to the closing of the purchase and sale of
my mother's property I did, however, inform the Third-Paiiy Plaintiffs that if Private Wilderness
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intended to access its property by crossing State lands, I believed it would have to obtain an
easement from the State to do so.
25.

It is in my and Nancy's interests that Private Wilderness maintain fences to

prevent intermingling of cattle grazing on their property with cattle belonging to our grazing
lessees. It also is in our interest to have neighboring lands, such as the Private Wilderness
Property, grazed because this reduces accumulated fuels and resulting fire danger to our
prope1ty. I therefore permitted Third-Paity Plaintiffs to access their property across the Robe1t
Peterson Property via the Red Line Road for the limited purposes of constructing and
maintaining fences and grazing cattle on their property purchased from Fern Peterson.
26.

Attached hereto as Exhibit I, Exhibit J, Exhibit Kand Exhibit Lare true and

con-ect copies of correspondence prepared by my attorney, Kent Gauchay, and directed to ThirdPmty Plaintiffs' attorney, Ron Swafford, at my instruction confirming my pennission for Private
Wilderness to cross my prope1ty to do fence work and conduct cattle grazing.
27.

Since 2004, I and Nancy have maintained the same lock on the gate that enters the

State lands from the Blackfoot Reservoir Road to access the State land easement and the Robert
Peterson Property. This lock remains on the gate today. The State of Idaho also maintains its
own lock on this gate to permit access by its employees and contractors. Other than ourselves,
our parents, two neighbors, invited guests, grazing lessees, and State of Idaho personnel and
contractors access across the State land and the Robert Peterson Property through this gate which
was restricted up until the time Fem Peterson sold the Private Wildemess Property in 2005.
28.

Up until the District Court entered a stipulated Final Judgment in Case No. CV-

2006-1289, wherein I and Nancy stipulated to the grant of an easement to Private Wilderness
across the Robert Peterson Prope1ty, we provided only the limited access described in Paragraphs
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25 and 26 above to Private Wilderness to conduct fencing work and cattle grazing on the
property it acquired from my mother Fern Peterson.
29.

I first provided a key to our locked gate to Kevin Mu1rny in approximately 2003

when he was assisting us in attempting to sell our property. In connection to his a,greement to
help with my mother's attempt to sell her property, Kevin Murray also used this key so that he
could show her property. Mr. Mmrny has used this key numerous times to access the State land
and our property through the locked gate, both to show our properties to potential buyers and
subsequently as an owner of the Private Wilderness Property. This key has never been returned.
30.

On the evening of November 16, 2006, at the request of Third-Party Plaintiff

Cecil Davis, I provided another key to the gate to Mr. Dru Guthrie whom I was told would
deliver the key to Mr. Davis. This key has never been returned.
31.

I have never prevented the Third-Party Plaintiffs from accessing their property

through my property for the limited purposes described above. I have, at various times since
Private Wilderness acquired my mother's property, confronted other persons on my property
who obviousiy entered it through the locked gate at the Blackfoot Reservoir Road to use the
Private Wilderness Property for purposes other than fencing and 61-razing, such as a high school
senior party, campouts, and four-wheeling.
Further your affiant sayeth not.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~~

I hereby certify that on the
of December, 2009, a true and correct copy
of the foregoing was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated:
Ronald L. Swafford
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE,

525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

D
D

Attorneys De:;fendants/Third-Party Plaint(ffe
Donald L. Harris
Karl R. Decker
HOLDEN, KlDWELL,

& CRAPO, P.L.L.C.

1000 Riverwalk Dr., Ste. 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405

i

n

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Express Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile (208) 524-4131
E-Mail
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Express Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile (208) 523-9518
E-Mail

Attorneys for Plaintiff

4U~--;J
MICHAEL C. CREAMER
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EXHIBIT A
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment

EXHIBIT A
Parcel A:

Township 2 South, Range 40 E.B.M.
Section 30: S1/2NE; SENW; El/2SW, Lots 2, 3 and 4.
Township 2 South, Range 39 E.B.M.
Section 25: SBSW; SE; SENE; W1/2NW; NENW
Section 24: Sl/2SW; NESW; SWSE; Nl/2NW; Nl/2SE; S 1/2SE
Section 23: El/2NE
Section 13: SW; SENW
Section 26; E1/2NE1 /4
(Hereinafter collectively referred to as "Parcel A") Parcel A is shown outlined in
pink on Plaintiff's Exhibit A, admitted at trial on June 18, 2007. Plaintiff's
Exhibit A is attached hereto and adopted herein. For purposes of clarity, this
Court shalJ refei, where necessary, to the northern-most portion of Parcel A as
"Parcel Al," fue southern-most portion as "Parcel A3," and the portion in between
Parcels Al and .A3 as "Parcel A.2."

Parcel B:
TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH, RANGE 40 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BINGHAM

COlJ.NTY, IDAHO
SECTION 19: W½SE¼, E½SW¼, LOTS 3 AND 4
SECTION 30:LOT 1,NE¼NW¼, N½NE¼
(hereinafter referred to as "Parcel B''), Parcel B is outlined in yeliow on Exhibit
A.

EXHIBIT B
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson
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EXHIBIT C
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson
Tn ~1mnort Of Motion For Surnmarv .TudQ"rnent
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...
'STATE'· BOARD OF l.:AND!COMMIS.Si0NERS
. C. L. "ButoW-.0/ter, Governor
Ben Ysuroa, Ssorotary,df'Sfete

'ADMINISTRATION
01RECT.OR'.s :0FEICE
954 Wssl :Jellerson
Posl Office. Bot.:83120
Boise ID 83'!20-0050
Phone (208) 334·0200
Fsx (208) 334·2339

. GEORGE!B::BACON
INTERIM.DIRECTOR

Lswrence·'G. Wasden, Aff0mey,Generaf
Donna M. Jones, 'Slate Con1ro/fer
Tom Luna, Sup't of Pubflc·Jnstructi_
on

£0UJ,j, Of>90ITTUMl7Y £Ml'(DYI!~

Januar.y 16, 2009
Robert & Nancy Peterson
735 Robins Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
RE; IDL Easement Agreements Nos. 5107 and 121
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Peterson:
THIS LETTER SUPERSEDES THE LETTER DATED JANUARY 7, 2009, WITH ATTACHMENTS,
AND THE PREVIOUS LETTER AND ATTACHMENTS SHOULD BE DISREGARDED.
This letter is intende.d lo confirm that the Idaho Department of Lands ("IDL") acknowledges that lhe
easement granted by the State of Idaho, by and through the State Board or Land Commissioners
pursuant to Easement Ag1eement No. 5107 (copy enclosed) is an easement appurtenant to the following
described real property:
Township ·2 South, Range40 East. B.M. , Bingham County, Idaho
Section i9: W½SE¼, E½SW¼, Lots 3 and 4
Section 30: Loi 1, NE¼NW¼, N½NE¼
Easement Agreement No. 5107 was granted by lhe State of Idaho by and through the State Board of
Land Commissioners in exchange for Easement Agreement No. 121 (copy enclosed). Easement
Agreement No. 5107 is an appurtenant easement providing access across State endowment land to the
above-described real property in accordance with, and subject to, the terms and conditions contained in
said easement.
This lefter is intended merely to acknowledge lhe existence of Easement Agreement No. 5107 as an
appurtenance to the above-described property. This letter is not intended lo, and il does not define,
describe, limit or expand the scope of the gasement.
A copy of this leHe1 is being forwarded to lhe staff of IDL's Eastern Area Office in Idaho Falls for its

file.

Director
Idaho Depar1menl of Lands
Enclosures:
cc w/ enclosures:

Copy of Easement Agreement No. 5107; Copy of Easemenl Agreement No. 121
Eastern Area OHice
Michael C. Creamer

EASEMENT AGREEMENT

NO.

5107

THIS INDENTURE, made this _ _1 ___ di!Y of March , 19__§_, by and
between the STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through the State Board of Land
Commissioners, hereinafter referred to as-the State, as party _of the first
part, and ,Kenneth :Peterson , a-private landowner with principal place of
residence at Shelley, Idaho
, -as party of the second part, hereinafter
referred to as the Grantee.
For the sum of $10,00 and in exchange for an easement on the S½ Section
19; N½ Section 30, Township 2 South, Range 40 East and W½ Section 25, Township 2 South, Range ·39 East, the State does 9rant an easement for the purpose
of constructing, maintaining and using a road over and across the following
County, State of Idaho, to wit:
described lands situated in Binqham
A strip of land fifty (50)
described real property:

feet in width traversin~ the following

The said strip being twenty-five (25) feet in width on each
side of centerline as located in N¼NW¼ Section 29, Township 2
South, Ran~e 40 East, B.M.
Said road is shown on the attached map, which is a part of this
agreement, (See Exhibits "A'' and "B").
It is understood and agreed that the road is not considered to be a public
road. [n the event that either the Grantee or his assigns, or the State finds
it ne:essary or desirable to improve the road, a1l costs in connection therewith shall be the responsibility of the party requiring the improvements.
Nothing in this instrument shall be construed as binding the State to
perform beyond its legal author'ity, or to expend any monies in excess of appropriations or other authorized funds available for such purpose.
It is understood and agreed that the 1ega l des cri pt ion described in this
easement is that provided by the party of the second part, who assumes full
respon,ibility for the road being located within the described legal description.
The party of the first part assumes no responsibility involved with an inaccurate
legal description.
It is further understood and agreed that in the event the lands hereinabove
described are not used for the purposes herein specified for any five-year period
the State Board of Land Commissioners may declare such right of way forfeited
and the use of the lands will revert back to the State of Idaho or to the record
owner of the lands.
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STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY

OF

ADA
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ss.

On this
~
day ofQ
, 19 83, before me, a Notary
Public in and fosaid State, pers al y appeared --;JoHN V: EVANS
, known
to me to be the Governor of the St te of Idaho and President of the State Board
of Land Corrrnissi oners; PETE T. CENARRUSA , known to me to be the Secretary
of State of the State of idano; and
G. C, TROMBLEY
, known to me to be
the Director of the Department of Lanas of the State of Idaho, that executed
the said instrument and acknowledge to me that such State of Idaho and State
Board of Land Commissioners executed same.
IN WITNESS l"HEREOF, I have hereunto set ntY hand and seal on the day and
year last written above.

JOHN B. BROGAvotary Pu
My

Bond Expires August 25,

1986.
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State of Idaho Easement No, 5107

EXHIIJIT "B"
A strip of land fifty (50) feet ~tide being twenty-five (25) feet on either
side of the following described centerline:
Commencing at the North one-quarter (1/ 4) corner of Section 29, Township 2 South, Range 40 East, Boise Meridian, thence South, 25 feet along
the East boundary of the NE¼NW¼; of .said Section'.29 to,a point, said point
being the REAL P0INT·0P,DEGINNING; thence•Weat, 572 feet;
thence South 73° West, 220 feet; thence West, 220 feet;
thence Not7th 70° West, 220 .feet; thence West, 1,408 feet to a point on the
West boundary of said Section 29, said point being the teminus of said
easement, the above described,area ·containing 3.03 acres, more or leas.

The boundary lines of said right-of-way and easement shall be prolonged
or shortened to begin on and end on and conform to the ,property 1ines.
#

Tl/IS INDENTURE, made this
between

Kenneth Peterson

dence at Shelley, 'Idaho

7th
day
-----

of

0

March

, 19~, by and

, a private landowr,ier with pdncipa1 p.lace of resi, as party of the first part, hereinafter referred

to as Grantor, and the State of Idaho, acting by and through the State Board of
Land Commissioners, as party of the second part, hereinafter referred to as the
State;
For the sum of -------.$10.00
and in exchange for an easement in N½NW~
Section 29, Township

2

South, Range 40 East, the Gran tor does hereby grant to

the State an easement for the purpose of constructing, maintaining and using
a road over and .across the following described lands situated in

Bingham

County, State of Idaho, to wit:
A strip of land

fifty

(SO)

feet in width traversing the following

described real property:
The said strip being twentv-five (25)

feet in width on each

side of centerline as located in S½ Section 19; N½ Section 30,
Township 2 South, Range 40 East and l-/!2 Section 25, Township 2
South, Range 39 East, B.M.
Said road is shown on the attached map, which is a part of this
agreement, (See Exhibits "A" and "B").
It is further understood and agreed that the road is not considered to be
a public road, and that the rights, privileges and authorities herein granted
are for the use of the State or its assigns for any and all purposes deemed
necessary or desirable in connection with the control, management and administration of the State 'lands, or the resources thereof.

,,tained

by

The road will be main-

the State only
. as deemed necessary by the State.

In the event that either the Grantor or his assigns, or the State finds it
necessary or desirable to improve the road, all costs in connection therewith
shall be the responsibility of -the party requiring the improvements.

In the

event the Gran tor wishes to provide a 1ocked gate to restrict acc:ess to the
general public, the Grantor will make necessary provisions to incorporate a
State padlock in the system to ensure the State continuous access.
Nothing in this instrument shall be construed as binding the State to perform beyond its legal authority, or to expend any monies in excess of appropriations or other authorized funds available for such purpose.

IN IHTNESS WHEREOF,

Kenneth Peterson

of-'-...:S:.:..h~e.:..11:..::e:.L.y.!...,...::r..::::d.:;:;ah""o:,..__

_:_

has caused these presents to,be duly executed by his signature and seal, affixed
the

day and year

first

written

above,

2~~
As Party

My corrmission expires

k-

of

the First Part

¥

J

STATE OF IDAHO

State Board of Land Commissioners

BY;

As Party

of

the Second Part

G. C. TROMBLEY, Director

Department of Lands

i;-
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EXHIBIT

11

B11

Two (2) .strips of land fifty (50) feet wrne, being twenty-five (25) feet on either
side of the·following described centerline:
:commencing at .the·northeast corner of Section 30, Township 2 SG>uth, Range ·40
East, 'Boise Heridian, thence South, 25 feet along the East .boundary of said Section
30, said point·being the REALPOINT OF ;BEGINNING;
thence West, 704 feet; thence South 61" West, 176 feet;
themie:South 89° Weet, 176 feet; thence North 84° West, 176 feet;
thence'North 65° West, 352 feet; thence North 80° West, .176 feet;
thence West, 352 feet; thence South 75° West, 528 feet;
thence South 74 • West, 528 feet; thence West, 704 feet;
thence North 45° Weac, 88 feet; thence North, 88 feet;
thence North.5° East, 352 feet; thence North 60° Wesc, 704 feet;
thence West, 176 feet; thence South ·ss• West, 176 feet:;
thence South 81° We.st, 352 feet to a point on the West boundary of Government
Lot 4 of Section 19, Township 2 South, Range 40 East, B,M., said point being the
terminus of said centerline, the above described area cont~ining 6.67 acres, more
or less.

ALSO:
Commencing at the northeast section corner of Section 25, Township 2 South,
Range 39 East, Boise Meridian, thence South 60° West, 4,576 feet to a point, said
point being the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING;
thence South 48° West, 352 feet to a point, said point being the tenninue of
said centerline and easement, the above described area containing 0.40 acres, more
or less.
The total area contained within this easement being 7.07 acres, more or less,

The boundary lines of said right-of-way anG easement shall be prolongeG or
shortened to begin on and end on and confom to the property 1i nes.
#
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EXHIBITD
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson
Tn Sunnort Of Motion For Summarv Judgment

4,27293
.Jlfo, Vol"o Received
Kl?NN&Tlf' Pil'.!;llRI/ON' ANf/ FllRN PllTllRSON,

I

WHUSf; IIAME ALSO APPllJ\RS OP RECOR!h\S

ti\Wffbl~l\Hc","Jb "~lf.'tcby granr, bnrgoin, icll nnd conv•y unco

mm r.

PllTEI\

C •. ,RODBRT PllTERSON AND NANCY LBB P!lTJ!RSON, hu.~ban<l und wife
whoic· nmcnt ~ddrcss is

7 3 5 RO DINS
1h:

fiJl,O J

IDA!IO FALLS, XIJAIIO

oramcc•, ,he followina ue1crlbc<l

nrom~"'

in

fl!NGIIAM

CL>umy h.hhti,

10

wit;

TOf/llS!Hl' 2 SOUTII, RANG Ii t,O lillST, llO[SE HBHIIJLJ\N, llINGllAfl COUNTY, IDAHO
wi,sv,, Jll;Slll,,, LOTS 3 ANI) 4
SECTION JO: LOT l, NF~NWi,, Nl,NE!;

SECTION 19:

$UBJECr \'O: At. e1istic9 1Henl rmmliins, eameots, eights ot ur, protocti1e comants, 11oio9
ordinances anl appli,able l,ui ldiR9 coies, lavs and regulations.

UJo HAVE AND TO HOLD tile .nit.i prcmi$e.i.
t:luiir

1 with chcir appuucnanccs unto 1hc .soic.J 0ramce s 1
heirs and 3ssigm forever. And tho said Gtnntor s <lo hereby covcnont ro ;1nd with the saici

Gr ante(' s, thatt hcya>:e the owner sin fee. simple o( .said premises~ chcn they are free from alt incumhrancc;

nnd chat t hc.y will warrnm a:nd c.Jcfonc.J th~ $ame from ctlf lawful claims whac..soc\'cr.

July 7, l 994

iJarcd:

2(>--m 4?<"/4L4:,~.
KENNF.TH

PETERSON

FERII PETERSON

,.r

Ooch;,

7tl

d,r o/

427293

Bonner Ill•

.&rATE OF lDAHO, COUNT1' Of

JUL!

t

.1i,4 ,

~.~Sa811/0liAM CUJl(!,;.. ,:,:,/!ROEi).,
DLACXH•,,1,1,.._,.,~

,.Jd
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Noury Pubhc
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Arnerican Land Title Co.
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EXHIBIT E
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson
In Suooort Of Motion For Summary Judgment

LI2,7Z9S
.MlREEME!lfT

THIS~AGREEM.FJNT,is·mal:le and. entered into this~!!!_ day of ·July,
1994, by >'ani:Lbetween :Kefmeth>Pe.terson and '.Fern .Peterson, husband
and wife 1 :herein,,co1':1Je<:itivel.Y referrecl ,to ,as "Sellers", and Robert

Petersoncand 'Nanqy,(~eterson, ;husband "and w.ffe, herein °collectively
referred 2tO as ' 1.!BUyers:.,11 .

WHEREAS, the,Sallere,have agreed to sell and. the Bi.iyers have
agreed tc :purchase ·.qertafo real estate located in Bingham county
more par.ticula:r:ly tlascribed below; and
WHEREAS I the terms anci conditions of the parties; agreement on
tile .sale. ,and ,purchase of t:he property are evidenced in other

documents; and,
WHEREAS, the Se'l'lers desire to continue to make certain use of
the property and Buyers desire that Sellers be allowed to make
certain continued ·use of :the .prqperty;
IN CONSIDERATION of the :mutual covenants entered i11to herein,
the parties agree as follows:

1•
The Sellers have agreed to sell and the Buyers have
agreed to purchase the following described property;

Township 2 South, Range 40 East, Boise Meridi-

an, Bingham County, ldaho
section 19: Wl/2SE1/4, E1/2SW1/4, Lots 3 and 4
Section 3D: Lot 1, NE1/4NWl/4, Nl/2NE1/4.
2.
The Buyers shall convey ::.o Kenneth Pe::erson an
easement in gross in the above described property for the life of
Kenneth Peterson for purposes of ingress and egress to property not
covered by this agreement which is owned by Sellers. This easement
shall be considered in gross and personal to Kenneth Peterson and
\ shall not attach to any other real estate which is owned by Kenneth
· Peterson.
3,
In the event the Buyers should ever decide to sell
the above described property, they shall, before offering the
property to any other person, partnership, corporation or any other
legal entity, offer the property to Kenneth Peterson.
Kenneth
Peterson shall have thirty (30) days in which. to reach a decision
whether to purchase the prope:::-ty.
If, at the encl of thirty (30)
days, Kenneth Peterson has failed to elect to purchase the
property, the Buyers shall have the right to offer the property for
sale to other parties. Sellers must be willing to pay fair market
value for the property. Fair rna:-ket val 1.1e shall be determined at
the time of the of£er. The Buyers, if they so elect, may offer the
property to Kenneth Peterson fa:::· less than tair market value, but
not at a price in excess of the then fair market value.

4.
The Buyers agree they shall never subdivide or sell
· off portions of the abov-e described property during the life af
Kenneth Peterson or Fern Petersor. without first obtaining the
written consent and per~ission of Kenneth Peterson or Pern
Peterson.

the right
described
property.
the death
any other

5.
During the life of Kenneth Peterson, he shall have
to use the livestock corrals presently located on the Jb
property or which may be constructed on the described Ji-·
This right to use the livestock corrals shall cease on
of Kenneth Peterson and is not transferrable by him to
person or other legal entity.

6.
During the life of Kenneth Peterson, he shall have
the right to park l1is mobile home, o:r trailer, on the described
property. He shall also have full right to use the facilities of
the property, including power, water, sewer, etc., consistent with
his use and occupancy of his nobile home or trailer.
This right
shall cease on the death of Kenneth Peterson and is not transferPl:TCll'SON ..Miil,HCJ~C

l •

AGREEMEN'.I'

rable or assignable by him. ,The Buyers do not assume .-any ,responsibility 'for any 0loss or destruction ·to ·the 'Property of 'Sellers -and
Sellers agree to "hblcl 'harmless Buyers ·tor any loss or destruction
to "Sellers' property..

7.
The terms .and conditions of this agreement shall
survive the closing of'the purchase-transaction between Sellers and
Buyers of the above described property.
B,
.Th:is document may, at the request of the Sellers, be
recorded in the Recorder',s Office of Bingham County and.shall serve
as a public record of these parties' obligations as set forth

llerein.
9.
This agreement is binding upon the heirs, successors
and assigns of the Buyers.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this agreement
on the dates first noted above.

SELLERS:

2lvvz/Y1fL k

'Kenneth Peterson

~a;('A~
Fern Peterson
Rob;;'rt PeterWn

Y\OJY4Ap&~
Nancy Pet@on

STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss.
County of Bonneville

)

On this Z!!l__ day of July, 1994, before me the undersigned, a
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared KENNETH
PETERSON and FERN PETERSON, husband and wife, known to me to be the
persons whose names are subscribed to the within instrument and
ac¾Pow,ledged to me that they execut~d the same.
A'I'

•

.· • '"•,,:'"

,,.·· · .,~llN WIT.N:J;!SS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my
the day and year in this certificate first above

__ A-td.')c·ra:r·,·ifara1--.
'wr,+teq
•. ~

r;: ('"'\~ *\1!._r ) 111
--,. _c, :J8 ,_ 'C,

·.,··,. ·: .

.~ --

.· 0 ._':

No ary Public
Residing at:
IDAHO FALLS
Commission Expires: l 2/22/95

'.fseai),)r:··,:.::::~:,/ '
·4\.~.1~:!~~,··~~
STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss.
County of Bonneville

)

on this _TI]_ day of July, 1994, before me the undersigned, a
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared ROBERT
PETERSON and NANCY PETERSON, husband and wife, known to me to be
the persons whose names are subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to n1e that they executed the same.

fl'E':t"CR!lOH .Jt.Clfl.HC:.rKHG
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AGREEMEH'P

EXHIBIT F
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment

Eli;SEMEUT .lN .GROSS .FOR PURPOSE OF INCRESS AND EGRESS.

THIS AGREEMENT ·made ·this __2!L d.:]Y of JuW, .1994,. by ana
be tween "Robert rBeterson and ·Nanc:y ;peters on, husband and ·wife., of
Xdaho :Falls., ·Idqho, .party of the first part, and Kenneth Peterson
of .Shelley, :rdaho, party of the second part.
·.WITNESSET!h th.at·the party of·the •first part, for themselves,

their 'heirs ;ano;assigns, grants ·and conveys unto the party of the
second ·part an easement :in, to, :upon and over roadways situated
upon the fdl:low.i:ng described property:
To1-1nshipi2 south, Range 140 East, Boise Meridian, :Bingham county, Idaho
Section 19: Wl/2SE1/4, El/2SW1/4, Lots 3 and 4
Section :JO: Lot 1 1 NE1/4NWl/4, Nl/2NE1/4,

Said easement is given for the sole purpose of ingress and
egress and it is agreecl and understood that it is not to be
construed as an easement given to the exclusion of the party of the
f .irst part, their 'heirs ancl assigns, or to others later granted a
similar right.
The party of the second part may, at his own
expense, make .repairs to the roadway as he, in his sole discretion,
deems appropriate.
This easement is personal to Kenneth Peterson and shall not
attach to or run with any real property that he may own.
This easement is granted for the life of Kenneth Peterson and
shall cease and extinguish upon the death of Kenneth Peterson.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties ~ t e d this
agreement.

Robert Peterson

y~~asD:?
Nancy Pe~son

STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss.

county of Bonneville

)

On this .21!.L day of July, 1994 1 before me the undersigned, a
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared ROBERT
PETERSON and NANCY PETERSON, husband and wife, known to me to be
the persons whose names are subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me that they executed the same .

...,":':,ti WI'l'NES·S WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my
· p':!;_fi'.d-al .seal 'the day and year in th' s certificate first above
: /written.

, ':, '.

!( ;;\,/:.::,~, \Ji\ ·1
~' \,Pu,,.
:

t -

-e '

·~.

i

,:, · · , , .

§./

1v , / (')

~~ ~

• • • - ...

.:

.. ....

tsl:'!a:l.,) .•.•• '), ,.
• ••.••••.•i.,-

()

C .:~·•••••• ,•

No~ary Public
Residing at: IDAHO FALLS
Commission Expires: 12/ 22/ 95

American Land Title Co.
Pt:T tPSQ/1. E.\!I. HC I K~'G
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EXHIBIT G
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment

.
I

•
I

j

l.

·g ree

·a .

...
'1

SUEJECT 'TD

1.

Fm.LO

,the. gfi · roJ,roopei;t"fu :mine., :aJJ~-~moYe th.e-s-.i1m8 .pur.snmt.to f:JU1
11~1r:Iln4 bwtatiaru {If Lil Ac 0:fDeoo.mbe[ 29 _1 ~ l-6 1f:I 9 s ,n.,
1

8_62).

j

.

..An e.as.8menr .fm· the 11o:q:iooe. sbown be.law n.d "ti bu .iru:JideJrral
lbefi to ais·s · orili in tlocLm:J.ent: ·
Ora:nutl k> ~ Umh fuwe:r :a~ !Ll.ghl Ccimpany
t1UJlOlle~· P-ubl ".c . Urilme..ii
Reocrrded: :J . llary". 61 197-.-3
Bo-ok 13 No . 77156' .r,f OJ1icia.r Record .

2.

~1e.marandum of Timoor .Purc!Jn~ A eemem:
Eeatw·.. e.c. lt.Jmne: Pet:en;on .:mrl Fem FetersoIJ ruitl W1c.kes F!llesc
Imta1;frlts. D.ivision ,of
Wk ~ COIJJ ·uli-on
Recorded; August l 6,. 1979
Instrument Ne, 25666.53

3.

a -

An casmer1t for the purpo-s fflOWJl bei:Ow .~

thereto :fl~ set·. -orth

dgbrn mcia,ea,'.!tal

• the ckic'llmt!D!:

Gnm~td in: SUl?J of ld!tht"l
PW'flil88: Ccms01.1-etmg .ainrl Mamrxinm:g .and usmg road ov r ,lll ,
across thi; W l/2 Si::ctiol'I 30, TowllSbip 2 S fu, Rmge 4fl, East aad
Wl fl of Sectl,i;m 25, Towrmltlp- 2 Soath, Ra:ng-e 39 En:st.
Room~ed: Au,gu. t 2 9"85.
msm:tm.em: File - o. 338282.
1

5 ..

6.

T,erms,1 pro-1,1 .isio.n.s, oovem · OOIJdiu.o.m;, dit:finiti{lllS, -op·· ons,
oNisilrions .ma res.u:i.c!ions 1 coote.m:d m Eesemer;Lt in Or,o5S fur
Jirrclii,tso at Ingress uwi B;gre.'>s .
Recor-ded: July 8 ,. I 994 .
msirnmc ·-o.: 427W ·, of Official Rooords.
e01,ement for tbe ptnpo~ showa belo\lr · ld rijhrs imi.de.111~]
tberel - .l!f se[ forth in ii: dooument.
~anted ro: Sraw o:f I · aho .
~
: Use o-Ed$tln.g R02d.
n,ei:orded: A11gnst 10. UJ0.2 _
lnstrument/F.tle o. ; 516000
~
ts: Pts s....., ... /4 Secr.wn 25; SIll.NE 1l S!:! lori 2-fJ, rawosltip 2
South, Rang,i.: 3 9 East
A

'.

;---=-;'

.Ari :c somn

For~ ~:!ie- shown .below ill!d righ~ ·m'Cic!enrru

tn~~· " •SetlQt ,m;:a!®Cume:D~

.

'Granm·ro~~Stafe,:o:f.~~ho
P.n.qnrs.~: ~nstn.wl, ~~" :and;usmg a .l'o.atl O\'fil filld ,a.cr,oss
-N/N:V _; Bli2S'W t4; S · !4'.SBU4- S¢io 24 and'
,M W·i/. , winri,m; . J. 'Df · ecfirm2:5, TOWllSD.fill . S'oufu,.Rnnge
S9:.Ba..~
&c.com~d: No ~ml}ef 13. 2002 .
lnstrmnent.1'.Ff'le Nu. : 519149.

8.

'l'." e 1fa.bo De . -nen£ of . sh __ · Game Babita Impruve.me;at
Program Coqperati'i'1 · A.gr~~ cm«ed .i:rJCo flH: :23~ riay of 11.1.ru!,
1991, bt= en the daJlo Deµ-amtJenJ of F£Sl'1 a.=ld· Gmia m:i.rl Ken
P.erenon (" '-be ·- ~b &. G~ A~~, _
:

TOGETHER. VlITH nlJ wacet .dgJU.S_ao:i dttC'll rig}l:rn · ppurtenan. iliereto, a .d
.al oilier ppurrenances m leas · oo : G.9312 .far 100 A M's issued by r:tlt.,Si.ire of 1d' ·o D~artwem or Lan s .( rhe Stru:e 1..e.ase· )-

0 ·

1..1 Ammmt. Th purcllas~ pm fot U:Ie Propeny ci.s ~illl.
illion · N~IJOO D , rs ($1 1000 OOD.00} ("'the Puroha.se Price"')~

La

the ~ of

De,po:iU. Ou or before ·the dam whfo.b I five ( blJ.'lilless day.s atler

2r2

the Contrac Date (~~ ddinea in pani:graph 10.12) 1 BuJe.r,s shall dfili"'e.r a ii.1.ll y ~,1:ed
copy ti trn · Agree ~ ·t ,· Amf: Tltle {uillf Title CompaIIy at its ,· '·
.Ill ldrum F-)]s,
lda:bn, At ~uch fuile B:llye~ SillllJ :po it with ' c -.-.itl-e C'um.pany th-e sw of One
ThoLLSa.od aDd N-0/HIO Do11a ($1,000.DD) (the 1.De:posu:· ), -wh.idl D _posit sruti ! be paid
to the p0rcy rurti.tl~d ro the Deyo~it i:1.ccurding ! !hf! 'leIIl.lB of th.is Agi.'eem"'...nf. Unless.
o ~ cli.Bbursed, ,e Depm6t ,Ml,IL'I all ·uteres . ecru al lb~co sha.lJ b8 dislm,rSed ro
Selle 3 Clo.siti,g Jm'.}'m.ettl c-f pa. of the Purr:h.:1.'le rioe . f Bu ye.rs fll la make the

m

Deposit on a mucly ha.si£, mis Agre2m.c::n: shn.11 b~ oid ab inlti,L
To

...

')
.... .J

2.J...t In additioo ro l!ie D~ ·os.il, a the Clrnin.g (a.s de _wo. i.m.
par.agrnpb 3. ) Buyen: sbalJ pay a sum m S~l e · lmmi;ciil tely n ·tlilllb furni.s ~uru m

- ---~- ,- -- --~- -- - -- -11~ ~-,---.j-, - - - -~ -~ - ~-

' .~·:
·,

,, .

.:t4~_qiffei~~6!!:~~t~eenJ(i):.'qri~1Huµ~req · :r~:°,u?~nd ])qIJ~~-($JOQ;'OoQ_.'OQ) ·a~a,Op;l:he:sum
of,·(~).the'..JJ~posi(:and~(o)}albiilteiest·thereon·. '!J?liis:'.adaitionaEsum sball:not::be.d:leemed 'a
Parti_al'.Reiease;.p~ice.:as.:desciibed!.in ·the·Not~ ~iaentJfi~~:Jn ·paragraph 2:3:.:2rhereafter.
-

•

•

•••

.

•

f

_.

....

!

.

I

•

l

·2.-sJ;2 ·crhe -balance ,o'I·the1>t1rc~ pdce' ·iri the amount .df'Nine
-Hu:i.Idred Thousand Dollars and,No/!6)0:($90Qi900~oofshaJ1 accrue interest,at.tbe rate of
fiv.e p_erc~nt (5.-%) ·per,·annum .an~ ,shall :5~'JP~~-:. qy =J}~ye1:s _:pursuant to the terms and
conditions.of.a Promissory 'Note wlikh B4yers'shall~execrite and deliver to;Seller ("the
Note") . The Note shaJI ·be:in the fornrof-Exliibit "A!' which is attached hereto aiia by this
r~ference incorporated herein.
·.· . l
2.3-3 The Note shall be·secured.by. a good and sufficient first pqsition
mortgage ·which Buyers shall execute and cause to be recorded and then delivered to
Se]ler. The mo·11gage shall be in the form of Exhibit "B" which is attached hereto and by
this reference .incorporated herein (the Mortgage") together with a first lien on the State
Lease.

3.

Closing Matters.

3.1 Closing. The transaction contemplated by this Agreement ("the
Transaction") shall close at the office of the Title Company in Idaho Falls, Idaho, on April
8, 2005, or such earlier date as a_greed in writing by the parties (the "Closing Date") or
an earlier date as elected by the Buyer and submitted to the Seller in wrjting. The closing
which this Agreement contemplates will occur on the Closing Date is referred to herein
as the ''Closing. ''
3.2

Closing Through Escrow. The CJosing shall occur through escrow,

with the Tide Company serving as escrow agent and closing agent for lhe parties. In

connection with the Closing, each party shall deposit into escrow all of the documents and
funds required of sucb party by this Agreement, for delivery when all conditions to the
Closing have been met. In connection with the Closing, each of the parties or such pany's
attorney shall provide whatever instructions (nor inconsistent with tbe provisions of tltis
Agreement) to the Title Company that such party deems necessary to enable or facilitate
the CiosIDg of the Transaction.
3.3 Closing Documents. On or before the Closing Date, the parties shall
execute and deliver to !he Title Company each of the documents and other items listed
below.
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gram..SeU,er a .first lien. 01] E~y,f.'i'.Si
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~e.

3.J-"' The pa-~e.s shall m::e:c 1ie Esiotrow_Jnm11crfoI1s to Ule fiil
Comps · y, Tlrris Agn;i~mmr rogsd~i.r wkh ucb. Esc-row mstmcf s; sha1J corutiwte e
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"ste-ii mpar graph :3 .~ w~ ilie Title Company; 0) ho -~ .all of llie doca.~ ts l:i:s!ed iD
paragrap 3.3 (ii) lJ ~md to Issa" the Owner'·-s Pol'cy call fo by pa:ra.gnrpb 6
below, (j.ii) .hold!. Jm deJ'vmy to Seller alJ ca!:ib from .Buyl:!s required la complete tilf!
Clo-sing, _ _ (Iv c;m record the M o:J:tgttge as a first pos.ici.cm Jim.
·

J.E
ecs . d Costs. Any e5Cllow fee rnother CJoilii:g~ ared fee cllir~~d
by ·the T.itle Conq,lllJ}' (Dtber tbi!ll. the prOJil[ium. for ~Wldilrd tit-le ms~ policy or
pohcie -which shafl b paid by Sriller) d:J 11 be aid equally } Sell,i::r a.n (be
hnnd and
BuYfils i.'lll ·IJJf otb.e.r. Except .as miey e Dtli.r.:rwi ~ prov~aed in tltls Agrll!.emfililr.. :!Il t0th~
E:'.losiog costs &h l be p.id by -e ponies i1S is oo:stomfil}· in. Idaho
6, rdabo. Each party
shall bcu.r th·" fai:t of m, i:.ioon&.el r~presentiri;g &!!Cihi
i:y · the TrJlJ18aiclion.

- .6
rnlm" Prnatinn. E;tre.p! a5. provided. below ·e:ga:rding ~ ~
:sseJ1:.t~t nJJ credits or dehi i"tems be _pror too sh.a l be prorated as of 12 :01
1

IID.~ and

n,m, -· n B !!; Cl0-smg Date. Real estate ca:x:e~promie · as provw.ed in pa_t11,.,npJ:i. .3. 7 be ow,

' special asse-ssments 1 if .Jil!IV, ,W.1!( re

3 .7 '1 Prorm:.icm. Ail real p oper t:;:ilf'..s aoo ill1:iressmBE s, · el,· ding
W'1fet a13.e8sn1ents I pcrfJlining to lb. P:ropi:::r,l)' for tJtte yi- r 2004 Zlnd p ·DT years mlall be.
pa id by Se.Iler md. a.II ~ch Ut.Xes and asse~ncr to the ye~r 20 ', pm.ra1 from fue
Cf o-slrig w f, w.1 d and fo r 9llt~e in 0 yeay~ shall he pa.id by Rl.lytrs.
3.B Acr:ess. TheefrecmrfillCSS ftliis ~!:!mis condition d oo BuyeTI
satisfy~ them.seJves as {I w:h-ll!ltl~r there js deij m . C(.!i!,:'.% io the- Pruper.y .ll.S set forth

n

o1 I

below. If at ru}Jtime before A,pril 1, 2005 Buyers determine,tbat thereisadequate access
to the:Property or Buyers waive this condition, Buyers shall.give written notice to Seller
of ·such determination or waiver ana the Transaction jhaIJ close. ,Any such notice is
irrevocable. If at a.n.ytime before April 1, 2005 Buyers determine that adequate access to
the Property does not exist, then 1Buyers shall .g:ive written notice to Seller of such
determination. In such event, this Agreement shallbe void ab initio; allparties sball be
relieved of all their ob]Jgations.hereunder; the Deposit and aJl interest .tl1ereon shall be _
returned to Buyers; and Buyers ·sha1Lhave no right, title, or interest in the Property. If
Buyers give no such notice to. Seller before April 1, 2005, then Buyers shall be deemed to
have waived the access requirement and the Transaction sha~ close on the Closing Date.

4.

Property Condition.

4.1
"AS 1S 11 • Buyers aclmowledge that, EXCEPT as specifically provided
to the contrary herein or in the Deed, Seller bas made no representations or warranties of
any kind or nature whatsoever concerning the Property, and Buyers acJmowledge that
Buyers are relying solely upon Buyers' own investigation in regard to all aspects of the
Property. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED HEREIN OR IN THE DEED, BVYERS
ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT BUYERS HAVE BEEN INFORMED AND
UNDERSTAND THAT SELLER MAKES NO WARRANTIES IN REGARD TO ANY
OF THE PROPERTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED TO BUYERS, EXCEPT ANY
WARRANTIES OF TITLE THAT MAY OTHER\1/.ISE BE CONTAINED IN THE
DEED. THERE IS NO WARRA.NTY GIVEN AS TO FITNESS FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR AS TO MERCHANTABILITY NOR IS ANY
WARRANTY MADE OF ACCESS TO THE PROPERTY.
Provided however, Seller does represent: (i) that Seller has received
no notification with regard to a release of hazardous substances on, into, onto or from the
property under the "Environmental Laws" described below; (ii) neither has Seller received
any summons, citation, Notice of Violation, Administrative Order, directed letter, or other
communication, written or oral, from any governmental or quasi-governmental authority
concerning any releases or contaminations caused by hazardous substances or violation or .
alleged violation of any Environmental Laws; and (iii) to the best of Seller's Jmowledge
there has been no release or spil.l of any hazardous substances on the Prnperty which would
reguire any clean up action in order to comply with the Environmental Laws. Buyers do
acknowledge that the Property is ranching property and normal agriculiural cbernicals have
been used thereon.

The tenn "Environmental Laws" as used herein includes all current
federal, state and local environmental laws, statutes, ru]es, regulations and ordinances,
6
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10:2. ·T:itle,J nsmabol;-.holi~y:-at"CJosiijg, .Ar:the Closing, 'Seller shalJ:pay
·tpe;premiumifor a iistanda.ri:f ·coyer<!-ge ~10w.ner 's"-Policies of.Titleiinsurance·issue.d·pursuant
to the Commitment;in:the·~ountio)'Jtbe:Rw·_chase]?rice.and·subject-to the exceptions se
·forth therein,eXCf?pt
Scheaw~a/ Section
~. ·Item.I O.
'
.
~

I

7.

O

:...

.,

~

•'

•"

-Delivery,of1Possession:au:trRisk of Loss. Possession of the 'Property shall

be delivereo,,toJ~uy.eis atthe :fime .of the Closing. If prior to the ··Closing any material
damage to the Property occ~·tlirough fire or other casualty, Seller sbaJJ be responsible
for. such loss ..

8.

Default.

8;1 Buyers Default. If Buyers default in Buyers' obligations to purchase
the Property, Seller's sole remedy s11a11 be to ter.m.i.nate Buyers' rights under lb.is
1

Agreement and to receive the Deposit as liqmdated damages for such defaull or faHure as
Seller's sole remedy.

8.2 Seller's Default. 1n the event of a default by Seller, Buyers shaU
have the right to specifically enforce the terms and conditions hereof, or to terminate this
Agreement and to recover Buyers' Deposit and the interest accrued thereon.
9.

Notices. All notices required or permitted to be given under th.is Agreement

shalJ be in writing and shall be given by persoruil delivery. recogniz<!d ove night courier
scIVice, or by deposit in the United States mail, certified mail, return receipt requested,
postage prepaid, addressed to Seller and Buyers at the addresses set forth below or at such
otbe address as a party may designate by notice similarly given. Notice shall be deemed
given and received on the date on wbich the notice is acrually received, whether notice is
given by personal delivery, ovemigh courier or by mail.

8
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Seller:

Fern Peterson
2725 E. 17th Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83406

With a copy to:

Stephen E. Manin
Martin & Eskelson, PLLC
P.O. Box 3189
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-3189

PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT

....---\. .
· ·:..·..;:i }_
; .

:Bqyers:

1\.ttn:·'Kevin =Murray
-:f3'0'LE. uath·Stree(
Idaho ,·Rfil.1s/ ID 83401
' ..

With.a copy to:

10.

,.

• .:. 1

'

Dru·:M. Gufy~~.,Esq.
P:0. -Box:-'506.t6
Idaho Falls/ ID 83405-0616

-Miscellaneous.

)l0.1 Waivers. No waiver of any of.the provisions of this Agreement shall
constitute a waiver of fil?.Y other: provision, wbetheror nof similar, nor shall any waiver be
a continuing waiver. Except as expressly providea in this Agreement, no waiver shall be
binding unless.executed.in·writing:by-the party making the waiver. Any party may waive
any provision of this Agreement intended for such party's sole benefit; however, unless
otherwise provided for herein, such waiver shall in no way excuse the other party from the
performance of any of such party's other obligations under Uris Agreement.
10.2 Construction. This Agreement shall be interpreted according co Idaho
Jaw , and shall be construed as a whole and in accordance with its fair meaning and wilhom
regard to, or raking into account, any presumption or other rule of law requiring
construction against the party preparing this Agreement or any part hereof.
10.3 Time. Time is of the essence of thls Agreement.
10.4 Attorney Fees. In the event that any party shall become in default or
breach of any of the terms of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled Lo

recover all reasonable attorney fees cJld other expenses incurred by such party
connection with such default or breach.

w

10.5 Binding Effect. This Agreement and a!J instruments or documents

entered into pursuant hereto are binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the parties
and their respective successors and assigns.
10 .6 Further Assurances and Documentation. Each party agrees in good
faith to take such further actions and execute such further documents as may be reasonably
necessary or appropriate to folly carry out the intent and purpose of this Agreement.

10.7 Time Periods. If the time for the performance of any obligation
under this Agreement expires on a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday, tbe time for
9
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i

I
I

,.
pefforniance:shafr.be extended to.the next succeed~g d~y .which)s not-a.Saturday SUnd'1Y
--:or.Iegaiho1ia~y.
.
__ 1-0:8 .Heaa~gs~ The head~gs_of:qiis .Agreemenf-are· for :.purposes of
·reference only ,an.a .shall not -limit or :define the ·meariiilg ,of -;any ·provision tof lliis
Agreement.
10.9 Entire Agreement. This A$Jeement, together with ,all 'Exhibits
refen-ed m hereiD, =w]µch are incorporatedherein-and maae-·a part hereof:by reference,
constitute the entire agreement of the.parties pertaining to the ·subject matter containecl in
this Agreement. No s~pplement, modification or amendment-of this Agreement sbaD be
binding unless in writing and executed by Boyer"s and Seller.
10.10 Survival. F.ach of the terms.and provisions of this Agreement shall
survive the Closing and the delivery of the documents of transfer.

10.11 Brokerage Fees. The parties represen one to the other that no
brokerage fees or commissions are due upon either the execution or performance of this
Agreement excep any fee due to Kevin Murray which shall be paid by Buyers as stated
in paragraph 5.2.
10.12 Definition of Contract Date. The term "Contrac Date'' as used
this Agreement refers to the date on which Buyers and Seller .have each acrually
executed this Agreement. If Buyers and Seller do not execute this Agreement on lbe same
date, r.b.e Contract Date shall be the date on which this Agreemen is executed by the
second of Buyers and Seller to s1go. The Contract Date may or may11ot coincide wi!.h the
reference date appearing on the cover page or on lhe firs page of this Agreement.

m

10.13 Counterparts; Acceptance by Fa.""C.. This Agreement may be
executed .in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original bur all
of which together shall constitute one of the same instrument wi11l the same effect as if all
parties had signed the same signature page. A:ny signature page of this Agreement may
be detached from any counterpart of this Agreement and reattached to any otl1er
counterpart thereof. Facsimile transmission of any signed counterpart of this Agreemenl
and retransmjssion of any signed facsimile transmission, shall be the same as delivery of
an original counterparl of this Agreement.
10.14
of this Agreement.

lO
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Paragraphs. AJl references herein to paragraphs are to paragraphs
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provisions and·Iimitations of the Act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stnl.,
862)'~ - .

2.
l
I
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J

3.
I

l

An" e:iscmcnl for the purpose shown below and rights incidenl.al
tbcreio as.set forth ,in docnment:
Granced to: Utalt. Powtr and Ligbr Company
Purpose; cPub~c.·utilities
.R.ccoroccf; Yanwuy 26, 1973
·Book 13. No. ~177.155 of Official Records.

Memorandum. of Timber Purchnse Agreement
.Between Kezmed> Per~~on :ind Fem Peterson and Wicke.!: Forest
ln'dus1rfos, a I)iviuon of The Wickes Corpor.1.rion
Recorded: August 16, 1979

Tos!nlD'lcnt No. 2566653

~

f

4.

I

AJl. easement for the purpose :.bown below and righis incidental

thereto· os set rotth -in the document:
Or:mted to: Smtc of ldaho
Puiposc: Consnu:;ling il!ld Mainmilling and using road over and
across the Wl/2 Section 30. Township 2 Sowh. Runge 40. East uocl
Wl/2 of Section 2.5. Township 2 Soutb. Range 39 East.
.Recorded: ,August 26, 19&5.

Insrrumeno'File No.: 338282.

5,

Tonns. provision:;, co-vcnao.ts, cond.lti.om, definitions, optiollS,
obligari.ons and resttictiOilS. contained iD E:isemenl iu Gross Iot
.Purchase of Ingress and Egress.
Recorded: July 8, 1994.
lnstrumen No.: 4a7294, of Official Recoxds.

6.

An

easement for the purpose sbowo below and right<: incicleni.al

thCiero as seL forth in a document.
Granted to: State o( Idaho.
Pnrpose: U:jt! of E7:istiog Road.

Recorded: August 16, 2002.
b,scrumeatl Pile No.: 516020
Affects: Pts SEl/4 Sccnon 25: Sl/2NE1/4 Section 26, Towoshlp 2
South. Range 39 EasL

2 -

GRANT D!!ED

. - .. - ..

.

7.

A:.n ~ement for the purpose shown bolow and righrs inc.idcnml
·ihereto;a,s;~t.'forth in ;\ document:
·Grantec:!110::St.o.w•of.Idaho
.l?u;pose: Construtt, ·rnaintaiwng and using a rond over nrnl acros~
NEl/4NWl/4, 'EI12SW114: SW1/4SE1/4 Section 24 and
NEl/~NWl/4, Wl'/2NW1/4of Section 25, Township2 South, Rallge
39 East.
Recorded:.November 13, 2002.
Instrument/File No:: 51914-9.

8.

The Jrlaho Depi>ttment of Fish lUld Game Hilbimf lmprovemcnc
.Program Cooperative Agreement cote.red inro lhe 23"' day of June,
1997, bc!Wecn !he Idaho Dep:rrtment of Fisb and G-.une nod Ken

Percrson.
FURTHER SUBJECT 10 fill exi.5ting C88ements or cJwms of easements, pn1~
reservations, rights of w.ty, protective covcnnnrs. roniog ordinances, and applicable
building codes. laws and l'Cl:,'llblions, encroachments, overlap~. boundary line dispmes and
other maacrs which wouJd be disclosed by an accurn1esurvcy or iospect:ian o[tbe premises
and subject to rlm condition that Grnnt<>r does uotw:ur:m access to the propC?rty d~cnbed
herein..

TOGETHER wilh !he teucmcnts. hcreditamcnts and uppuncnances lhcrcuoco
bclongin:; or in anywjse appcrtainl.ug. and any rever::ions, any renuin<lcrs . and rents,
issues and profi~ therefrom, and all water rig.bts and dircb rights appurtenam thereto ; and
all csm1e. rig_bt. title and interest in and co said property. as well in law :is in equity, or the
Gr.antor.

TO BAVE AND TO HOLD. lhe premises il.Dd the appuru:nanccs amo the Grantee,
and to Gramee's successors ilDcI a11Signs forever.

In con.~cruing this deed and wher~ lhe contcx1 so rcquiri:s. lh~ singular incJudos the ·.
plural.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Grantor hn.s executed tru!l ini:tru.ment the dny and

year first cibovc wdtt.en.
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EXlllBITI
To The Affidavi t of Robert Peterson
In Support Of Motion For Summ ary Judgment
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Ma.{22, .2007

Ronald L. Swafford, Esq.
SWAFFORD~LAW OFFICE CHARTERED
525 Ninth:"Street · . .
.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Via Fax: 524-4131

Private Wilderness v. Peterson
Dear Ron:
Apparently there is some confusion regardin.g the lock on the gate. I told you that I
thought the only lock on the gate was the one placed there by your clients. There is a lock still
there that needs to be removed, which my clients thought was placed there last Fall by your
clients. The lock that your clients most recently removed was the Peterson lock That lock needs
to be returned to the gate. There are others that need access to the property that unlock the
Peterson lock to gain access. This includes Gerald Kelley, Lany Jacobsen, and the Petersons'
realtor. This is the same lock that your clients were given a key to last year. I presume they still
have a key to that lock so if they will replace the lock removed everyone should be in good shape.
So that the necessary people can have access to my clients property the new lock installed by your
clients has been removed and I am returning it with this letter.
My client tells me the chain needs to be replaced, and he will be doing that in the near
future. So that other lock does need to be removed. I hope this clears up all confusion on the
lock issue. I do think all parties can see the need for the gate to remain locked, and so if you can
get your clients to put back the Peterson lock that was removed it would be appreciated. I think
with the reinstallation of that lock everyone that needs access will have a key.

In order to avoid what happened last year, if your clients intend on going to the property
for any purpose other than fencing and cattle ranching would you please have your clients let
Petersons know. That way there will be no confusion. Robert was at the site last evening and
told me this morning that it doesn't appear any fencing has been done. Robert tells me that unless
the fence is completed any cattle placed on your clients property will naturally migrate onto
Peterson property. I trust no cattle will be moved onto the property until the fence is completed.
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Ronald!L. Swafford

:,i,~af~2.~Qp1
IBiige:2
·.rrharik you.

Smcerely,

Kent W. Gauchay

Attorney at Law
pc: Robert Peterson
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EXHIBITK
To The Affidavit of Robert Peterson
In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment
.Ii /'/-]

'SIMPSON&iG-AUCHAY
/ATIORNEYS.•A'I'.llAW
·497 NORTII CAPITAVAVENUE,iSUITE 200

··POSTomczrno.x:58«84

IDAHO FAILS,: IDAHO 23405-0484
CRAIG W. SIMPSON

:TELEPHONE
(208)523,,2000
.FACSIMILE
(208) 522-4295

KENT W. GAUCHAY

Ronald L. Swafford, Esq.
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE CHTD.
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
Via Fu: 524-4131

Private Wildeme.s!; v. PeJer.son
Dear Ron:
I wanted to let you know that Robert Peterson ~ntly received a letter from the Idaho
Department of Lands informing him that the state grazing leases were going to be cancelled
because of non-payment. The only leases he is aware of would be the ones that were acquired by
Private Wilderness. The Petersons tell me that last year they got the same call and notified Private
Wilderness and assume it was taken care 0£ 1 am not sure why the Department of Lands
contacted Robert, unless Mrs. Peterson was contacted :first and she referred them to Robert. At
any rate I thought I should let you lrnow that payment. needs to be made on the leases.
I want to reiterate that if your clients vnmt ~ . across my clients' property to fix fence
or operate a cattle grazing operation my client will oot have a problem. In fact your clients have a
key to the gate. We do not believe we have to grant them access on side roads etc. Once they
cross over my clients' property they can get anywhere thejr need to go on Private Wilderness
property.
If you need additional information regarding this.matter let me know. Thank you.

Sincerely,

pc: Clients
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lF YOU ARE NOT RECEIVIN"G A. CLE.AR.. CO.PY OF TrllS DOCTJMENT OR AR.E N"OT
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NOTIFY US .Ii\dlv.fED.IA.TE:L.Y BY T.EX..EPHO.NE. .AND R E ~ :T'If.E ORJG.llV.A.L .114ESSAGE TO l7S AT
TH'E ABOv.E .ADDRESS l'7A: T.EI.E U.S. POST.AL .s:B:RY.ZCE:. TJF.TA.NK YOU.
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STh1RS©Ni~iGAUGHAY
Wl'.TORNEYS AT LAW
497 NORTWCAPITAL'AVENUE,CSUITE 200
•l'OST<OFFIGE BOX'50484
IDAHOPALl..S.IDAH083405,0484

TELEPHONE

CRAIG W. SIMPSON
KENT W. GAUCHAY

(208) 523-2000

FACSIMILE
(208) 522-4295

Juiy 26/2007
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq.

SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE CHARTER.ED
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Re:

Private Wilderness v. Peterson

Dear Ron:
My clients, Robert and Nancy Peterson havemed that I contact you on their behalf As has
been indicated in previous correspondence, mycliemt&miewillingto grant your clients access across
their property for purposes of constructing and maintaining a boundary fence as well as conducting
a cattle grazing operation. Unfortunately, your clients have not done any fencing or cattle grazing.

It is getting increasingly dry in the area

a

my clients are becoming more and more
concerned by the lack of grazing of the Private W ~ s s property. They believe that the lack of
grazing is creating a substantial fire danger that o:o1llllld significantly impact my client if any fire
started and got out of control.
Additionally, my clients find it more and m10re difficult to utilize their property until your
clients have constructed the fence on the boundary. Mycllient has finished his portion of the fencing
but has seen no effort by your clients. Please ~ t this letter as written notice under Idaho Code
§35-103 that your client must complete the fence or my client will do so and demand reimbursement
for the cost. If my clients are required to construct fue fence, I understand they will have a lien
against the Private Wilderness property.

I would appreciate if you would discuss these matters with your clients.
Sincerely,
& GAUCRI\.Y
SIMPSON
,,--

Kent W. Gauchay
Attorney at Law
KWG/ch
c: Robert Peterson
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S 'ford Law

SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657
R. James Archibald, Esq., Bar No. 4445
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No, 7217
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
Telephone: (208) 524-4002
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131
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Attorneys for Defendants, Third-party Plaintiffs

IN THE DlSTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT,
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BINGHAM COUNTY

FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,

Case No.: CV-07-3163

Plaintiff,

vs.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWREN CE;
JOHN DOES 1-20;

OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL

Defendants.
PRIVATE 'WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability .company; CECIL DAVIS.
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
Third-party Plaintiffs,
VS,

ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wifo,
Third-party Defendants.

~

(j _3

OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR

Dec, 10. 2009 3:40PM

No. 1511

fora Law

P. 3/12

COME NOW the Defendants by and through their attorney of record, Swafford Law Office,

Chartered and here by object to Plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal based on the
following:
I.R.C.P. 41(a)(l)

Plaintiffs Motion for Dismissal is based on the improper mle. I.R.C.P. 4l(a)(l) requires

a Notice of Dismissal to be filed before an answering document or with a stipulation of all
parties involved in the litigation. Answering documents have been filed and there is no
stipulation between all the parties. Therefore I.R.C.P. 4l(a)(l) is improper.

I.R.C.P. 41(a){2)
Plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal should have been file pursuant to I.R.C.P.
41(a)(2). This rule states, "Except as provided in paragraph (1) of this subdivision of this rule, an
action shall not be dismissed at the plaintiff's instance save upon order of the court and upon
such tenns and conditions as the court deems proper." If this Court js to consider Plaintiffs
Motion for Voluntary Dismissal, it must be pursuant to I.R.C.P. 4l(a)(2).

HUnlike I.RC.P. 41(a)(1), a motion to dismiss under LR.C.P. 4l(a)(2) is not a matter of
right, but is discretionary with the trial court both as to [1] whether a dismissal should be
allowed, as well as to [2] the terms and conditions to be imposed if allowed." Dep ·t ofHealth &

Welfare v. Housel. 140 Idaho 96, 102, 90 P.3d 312 (2004). When detennining whether to dismiss
and what provisions to impose, "this rule provides the trial court with vast power subject only to
an abuse of discretion standard." Wood v. City ofLewiston, 138 Idaho 218,227, 61 P.3d 575

(2002),

nJ:llll("l'TnN ANn MRMORANDUM IN

OPPOSITI{/J~tAINTIFF' s MOTION FDR

Dec. 10. 2009 3:40PM

ord Law
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OBJECTION TO VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL
Defendants object to the Court granting the dismissal of the Plaintiff's case based on the

infonnation provided in the Motion for Voluntary Dismissal filed by the Plaintiff. The claims
stated in Plaintiff's motion are unfounded and not required for the Court to rule on the motion.
Additionally, a dismissal by the court would prejudice the Defendants' interests in this matter.
The Court has discretion, as noted above, to grant a voluntary dismissal and if granted,

the tenns upon which dismissal is granted, "The pmpose of the court's discretionary authority
under this rule is to insure that the court pays due regard to the interests of both the plaintiff and
defendant; dismissal of the plaintiff's action must not unfairly jeopardize the defendant's
interests." Park&ide Schools, Inc. v. Bronco Elite Arts & Athletics, LLC, 145 Idaho 176, 178, 177

P.3d 390, 392 (2008).

Defendants have filed a Third-Party Complaint against Robert and Nancy Peterson. In
this Third-Party Complaint, Defendants seek indemnification from the Third-Party Defendants

for any damages in the original complaint. If Plaintiff is allowed to dismiss its action, Defendants

may not have a claim against the Third·Party Defendants, requiring a dismissal of the ThirdParty Complaint. This dismissal could result in an award of attorney fees and costs against

DefendantsJ causing a substantial prejudice of Defendants' interests.
Defendants therefore request the following conditions and te1ms set on the voluntary

dismissal of the Plaintiffs Complaint:
1. A dismissal of the Plaintiffs complaint pursuant to I.R.C.P 41(a)(2).
2. The dismissal is with prejudice.

du5

rn:::?rnr'T'mN Al\.m MRMHRANDTTM TN OPPOSITION TO PLAlNTIFF'S MOTION FOR

Dec. 10. 2009 3:40PM
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3. The finding and order of this Court that, by virtue of the complete dismissal of
Plaintiffs complaint as requested by Defendants in responsive pleadings, the
Defendants are the prevailing party in the original action against Plaintiff.
4. That upon dismissal with prejudice of the Plaintiffs Complaint, the Third-Party
Complaint is dismissed.
5. All attorney fees and costs that may be requested by the Third-Party Defendants be

the responsibility of and awarded against the Plaintiff.
These tenns and conditions would effectively remove all prejudicial impact from the
Defendants, permit the voluntary dismissal of the Plaintiff's Complaint and a complete
resolution of the case. Each of these tenns and conditions is well within the scope of the Court's
discretion to impose for a dismissal.
CONCLUSION

Plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal as currently requested is improper and cannot
be granted. Plaintiff's motion could be granted under I.R.C.P. 41 (a)(2), except for the prejudice

to the Defendants by such an order. If the Court exercises its discretion by imposing the
requested tenns and conditions with the dismissal, Defendants would not be prejudiced and the

*°f

matter may be dismissed.
Datod thls

Decetnbet, 2009.

~~~-Larren K. Covert, Esq.
Of Swafford Law Office, Chartered
Attorneys for the Defendants

OlURC'TTON AND MEMORANDUM IN
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that .I am an attomey licensed to prat;tice law in the State of Idaho, that I have my office
in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and that on this day I served a true and con·eot copy of the foregoing
document on the following by the method of delivery indicated:

Donald Harris, Esq,
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn &; Crapo
P.O. Box 50130

Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Michael Creamer
Givins Pursley
601 W. :Bannock St.
POBox2720
Boiset ID 83701--2720

Dated December 10, 2009

oUSMAIL
efFAX (208--523--9518)
o HAND DELIVERY
o COURTHOUSE BOX
DUS MAIL

m1AX (208--388--1300)
o HAND DELIVERY
o COURTHOUSE BOX

~==st
Of Swafford Law Office, Chartered
Attorney for the Defendant
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SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657
R. James Archibald, Esq., Bar No. 4445
Larren K. Covert, Esq,, Bar No. 7217
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
Telephone: (208) 524-4002
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131
Attorneys for Defendants, Third-party Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT,
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR.BINGHAM COUNTY

FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,

Case No.: CV-O7-3163

vs.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
JOHN DOES 1-20;

OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL

Defendants.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability .company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
Third-party Plaintiffs,
VS,

ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wifo,
Third-party Defendants.
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SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED
Ronald L, Swafford, Esq,, Bar No, 1657
R. James Archibald, Esq, , Bar No, 4445
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
Telephone: (208) 524-4002
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131
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Attorneys for Defendants, Third-party Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT,
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BINGHAM COUNTY

FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,

Case No.: CV-07-3163

VS.

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, anidaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
JOHN DOES 1-20;

OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO THillD PARTY
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
PERMISSION TO APPEAL

Defendants,
PRIVATE VvILDERNESS) LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU 'WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
Third-party Plaintiffs,
vs.

ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wife,
Third-party Defendants.

~. 2

f} (__p q

OBJECTION .AND MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THIRD PARTY

_ ,-,,

A!\,,
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' ~
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Dec. 11. 2009 4:57PM

No. 1553

rd Law
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COME NOW the Third-Party Plaintiffs by and through their attorney ofrecord, Swafford Law
Office, Chartered and here by object to Third-Party Defendant's Motion to Appeal.

ISSUES
Third-Paity Defendants' Motion for Appeal seeks to stay the case and allow the Third-

Party Defendants to appeal this Court's prior order denying their Motion to Dismiss. Third-Party
Defendants claim that substantial grounds exist for a difference of opinion on controlling
questions oflaw and that a permissive appeal will advance the orderly resolution of the litigation.
The permissive appeal requested by Third-Party Defendants is not one where substantial
grounds exist for a difference of opinion and will not advance the orderly resolution of the case~
given the current status of the case.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
The Idaho Supreme Court recently stated, "Rule 12 appeals are only accepted in the most
exceptional cases with the intent to resolve substantial legal issues of great public interest or
legal questions of first impression." Aardema v. U.S. Dairy Systems, Inc., 147 Idaho 785, 215
P.3d 505, (2009). It further stated, '<The intent ofl.A.R. 12 is to provide an immediate appeal

from an interlocutory order if substantial legal issues of great-public interest or legal questions of
first impression are involved. 11 Id.
ARGUMENT

While the requested appeal does include questions oflaw, these questions are not ones of
first impression. In fact, this Court thoroughly reviewed existing case law and applied it to all

arguments in the Motion to Dismiss, The questions are also not ones of great public interest as
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they apply to a verypartioular set of facts in this case. In the Aardema case, the Supreme Court
accepted that permissive appeal based on confusion regarding the application of the economic
loss rule, Id. The Supreme Court even noted the District Court's comments from its ruling
requesting guidance from the Supreme Court to clarify this issue. Id. at Footnote 1.
As noted in the Third-Party Defendants Motion for Appeal and Motion for
Reconsideration, the central issue at question in the Motion to Dismiss was of claim preclusion
based on the previous stipulation of the parties. The legal analysis of this stipulation is based on
contract law, an-issue that has long been litigated and tremendous case law exists.
Third-Party Defendants 1 arguments that a permissive appeal in this matter will advance
the orderly resolution if the case is also inaccurate. A Motion for Voluntary Dismissal has been
filed by the Plaintiffs in this matter1 which should resolve the litigation completely. If the Motion
for Voluntary Dismissal is granted, the only remaining issue would be that of attorney fees and
costs. Resolving this remaining issue does not involve "lengthy and expensive litigation"
contemplated by Third-Party Defendants, The resolution of this case will only be lengthened and
additional fees and costs incurred if this matter is appealed.

CONCLUSION
Third-Party Defendants' Motion for Appeal does not an exceptional case requiring the
unusual posture of a permissive appeal, The permissive appeal would only lengthen the litigation
and stall a resolution of the rnatter, The requested appeal also does not contain a question of groat
public interest or a question of first impression. Therefore the request should be denied so this
case may be completely resolved.
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Dated this

/J_ aay of December, 2009.
en K. Covert, · q.
Of Swafford Law Office, Chartered
Attorneys for the Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State ofldaho, that I have my office
in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and that on this day I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing
document on the following by the :method of delivery indicated:

Donald Harris, Esq.
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn &: Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Michael Creamer
Givins Pursley

601 W. Bannock St.
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701--2720

oUSMAIL
rti:;AX (208--523--9518)

o HAND DELIVERY
o COURTHOUSE BOX

Dus :tv!AIL
hlf'FAX (208~388~1300)
o HAND DELIVERY
b COURTHOU EBOX

Dated December 11 i 2009
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SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657
R. James Archibald, Esq., Bar No. 4445
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar Na. 7217
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
Telephone: (208) 524-4002
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131
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Attorneys for Defendants, Third-party Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT,
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BINGHAM COUNTY

FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,

Case No.: CV-07-3163

vs.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
JOHN DOES 1-20;

OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO THIRD PARTY
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

Defendants,

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC,

an Idaho

limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWREN CE;
Third-party Plaintiffs,

vs.
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wife,
Third-party Defendants.
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COME NOW the Third-Party Plaintiffs by and through their attorney ofrecord, Swafford Law
Office) Chartered and here by object to Third-Party Defendant's Motion to Reconsider.

ISSUES
Third-Party Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration seeks to amend this Court's
previous order on two grounds; 1) the Court committed error in its analysis of claim preclusion
and 2) the Court committed error in its determination of the meaning of"all claims."

STANDARD OF REVIEW
On appeal, the Supreme Court evaluates a trial court's decision on a motion for
reconsideration for an abuse of discretion. Van v. PortneufMedical Center, 147 Idaho 552,212
P.3d 982, 990 (2009). The Supreme Court has stated, "In reviewing whether a trial court abused
its discretion) this Court applies a three-part testi which asks whether the district court: (1)
correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) acted within the outer boundaries of that
discretion; and (3) reached its decision by an exercise of reason." Id.
In reviewing a motion for reconsideration, the trial court considers the correctness of the
interlocutory order, Barmore v. Perrone 1 145 Idaho 340j 179 P.3d 303,307 (2008). In this
review, the burden is on the moving party to bring to the attention of the court any new facts that
bear on the c01Tectness of the interlocutory order. Id. the burden is not put on the trial court to
search the record for new information that might change the facts established. Id.

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS
In its order1 the Court established the relevant facts as they pertain to the actions involved

in the original Motion to Dismiss and need not be repeated herein. Third~Party Defendants
OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THIRD PARTY ;),_
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attempt to argue a different set of facts in their Motion to Reconsider. The major difference is in
the statement of the claims in the "2009 Indemnity Suit or Third-Party Complaint in CV-20073163 .1) The claims in the 2009 Indenmity Suit are that Third-Party Defendants are liable for any
damages that might arise out of the underlying "2007 Foreclosure Suit" against Third-Party
Plaintiffs.
This Court correctly identified the claims and issues in the actions concerning this
Motion for Reconsideration. Third-Party Defendants' recitation of the claims in their motion do
not present any new evidence or facts, but merely state arguments.

ARGUMENT
RES JUDICATA AS CLAIM PRECLUSION
Res Judicata as Claim Preclusion bars a subsequent action between the same parties upon
the same claim or upon claims i-elating to the same cause of action which might have been made.
Otder Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss pg, 7 quoting Ticor Title Company v.
Stanion 144 ldaho at 123, 157 P.3d at 617.

As noted in this Court's Order, the issues in the "2009 Indemnity Suit" are not the same
as those addressed in the "2006 Easement Suit,'' Most notably, the "2009 Indemnify Suit'' does
not seek to establish an easement but assumes an easement and interference thereof Order
Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss pg. 9. Additionally, the "2009 Indemnity

Suit,, seeks the Third-Party Defendants to indemnify Third-Party Plaintiffs for any judgment
rendered in the "2007 Foreclosure Suit." This indemnification was not and could not be
addresses in the "2006 Easement Suit" as the damages which ~hould be indemnified were not
realized at that time or part of the same nucleus of facts.
O"RTRr'.TTON AND MEMORA.NDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THIRD PAATY
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This Court acknowledged that the two underlying cases are connected, they were and are
two separate and distinct lawsuits. Id. As noted in the Order Denying Third-Party Defendants

Motion to Dismiss, even counsel for Fern Peterson stated that the "2006 Easement Case" must be
determined before the "2007 Foreclosure Suit" could be determined. Id.

In order to have a Motion to Reconsider granted, the moving party must show that the
previous order of the court is improper, In their Motion, Third-Patty Defendants have failed to
show any new infonnation that the previous order of the Court is improper. Third -Party
Defendants only re-assert their previous arguments on claim preclusion. All of these arguments
and the underlying facts were known and addressed by the Court in its Order. Without additional

or new infonnation, Third-Party Defendants Motion to. Reconsider must be denied as the
previous order of this Court is proper.
2006 EASEMENT SUIT STIPULATION

Thlrd~Patty Defendants' second argument on reconsideration is that the Couii improperly
applied the "all claims" portion of the stipulation in the 2006 Easement Suit to the claims in that
suit. As is noted in both the order and the Motion for Reconsideration, settlement agreements are

construed piu-suant to contract rules. Order pg. 11, Motion for Reconsideration pg, 10.
Third-Party Defendants argue that the language of "all claims" should be interpi-eted as
applying to all possible claims between the parties, including the indemnification claims raised in
\
1
'

the "2009 Indemnity Suit.') The Court stated that the "all claims provision applied only to those
claims settled in the settlement agreement and the ''2006 Easement Suit.''
"If the language of the contract is plain and unambiguous, the intention of the parties

must be deteID1ined from the contract itself" Mihalka v. Shepherd 145 Idaho 547 at 551, 181
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P.3d 473 at 477. The language in the settlement agreement, when taken as a whole. is clear and
unambiguous. The settlement agreement resolves those claims in the "2006 Easement Suit" only.
There is no mention of any other claims or cases within the settlement agreement nor in any of
the record or previous agreements for conclusion of the '(2006 Easement Suit.'' Third-Party
Defendants only seek to expand the settlement agreement outside of that document and thereby
add additional te1ms to the settlement.
As noted above, in order to have a motion for reconsideration granted, the moving party

must show_ that the previous order of the court is improper. This must be done by shoeing new

info1mation or facts that would change the previous order of the court. In arguing their position
on the previous stipulation, Third-Party Defendants have presented no new infonnation, only
reargued their previous position that the stipulation should apply to the claims raised in the

"2009 Indemnity Suit." This Court has appropriately evaluated the previous stipulation of the
parties and applied correct law to determine that the stipulation did not address indemnification
claims and therefore does not bar the claims in the "2009 Indemnity Suit." Without any
additional infonnation, the Third-Party Defendants Motion for Reconsideration should be
denied.
CONCLUSION

Third-Party Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration fails to show this Court any new

information or facts that would invalidate the previous order, Likewise 1 the motion fails to show
where the Court applied incorrect law or applied the law incorrectly. The Motion for
Reconsideration is only a re-argument of the previously denied theories of Third-Party
Defendants.
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The Order Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss was correctly considered
and rendered. This Court properly analyzed the applicable claims and arguments and properly
determined that the Third-Party Plaintiffs' claims are appropriate. Therefore the Motion for

Reconsideration must be denied.

/ It--

Dated this{!_ day of December, 2009.

Attorneys for the Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State ofldaho) that I have my office
in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and that on this day I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing
document on the following by the method of delivery indicated:

Donald Harris, Esq.
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn &; Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405

Michael Creamer
Givins·Pursley
601 W. Bannock St.
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701--2720

o JJS MAIL
'ffiFAX. (208--523,,9518)
o HAND DEUVERY
o COURTHOUSE BOX

oJJSMAIL
!{FAX (208~388--1300)
o HAND DEilVERY
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Michael C. Creamer, ISB #4030
Michael P. Lawrence, !SB #7288
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock St.
Post Office Box2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,

Plaintiff;
V,

Case No. CV-2007-3163

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS
ROBERT AND NANCY PETERSONS'
RESPONSE TO OBJECTION AND
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
,md YU WEN DAVIS, husband and v.rife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
and JOHN DOES 1-20,

TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL

Defendants.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; and DAVID
LAWRENCE,

Third-Party Plaintiffs,
V,

ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wife,

Third-Part Defendants.
THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS ROBERT AND NANCY PETERSONS' RESPONSE TO
OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR VOLUNTARY
DISMISSAL- P11ge l
/) y' /
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Thfrd . . Party Defondants Robert Potcnmn and Nancy Pc~t(')l.·son (the ''Petersomf'), by and
tbnn1gh their aft(:)rneys of record, Givells Pursley LLP, hereby file this Rf.,spm1se 'to

Defen<hmts/I'hird~Party Plaintiffs' Oqjccritm and Memorandum in Oppo,~ition to P/.trint(O''.\·

Mc,tionfor Yoltmtary Di,rmissal dated December l 01 2009.
Petersons do not object to Plaintiff's mot.io11 to dtsmL~s the Complaint nor
Defondnn!J'Third··llmty P1ai11tiffa' p1·op1HHll t() dismiss their Third-Prnty Complaint i1~ jt appear!>

tht-'l'e are no i:isueg remaining to 'be litigated mi the inedts as betw,~en Plaintiff aml Defondat1ts
und dismissal of the Third-Pa1'ty Cmnplai11t also i:; being sought by tht: Petcrsons. Pe.t~rsonfi

req\1est fhis CoUrl dismiss the Third Pmty-C()mplaint with prejudice. Given the confounded and

shliling postll!(: 1Yf the case, PcLersorm res1:.rve the right to state Ji.1rthc.r illl<l' altema:tive positfon8
on the penclin.g motions and obje(:tione-i n."l their interests

11H:1y reqllil'e,

Respectfally submitted thir:; 14 th day of Decenfbcr1 2009.

THIRD-PARTY.nu:F~lNDANTS ROJHiR:r AND NANCY r:ttn:R.SONS' Rl1:SPPNSE TO
{Jl\,I.ECTlON ANJ) MK!.Y.r(JRANl1UM JN (lJ'.l'OSJTlON TO PLAlNTw~~js MOTION FOR VOLUNTARY
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CKR1'IF'JCATE OF' SEnVlCE
1 hereby certliy that on. the 14 th day ofDe,~e:mbcr1 20091 a trnc and correct c~py r1fthe
foregob:1g wan served 11pon the following i:ndi vidunl(s) by the rnetms indicated:

R<mald L. S wuiford
SWAFFORD LAW OH'IC.Ht C.HA.RTE.nrm

525 Ninth Stmet

ldaho Falls, ID 83404
Attorneys Dr-.1firnd~mt,lfl'hird-Party Plaint(ffs
Do.nald L. I·larrfo
Karl .R Dtiok~r

HOLJ)EN~ KfDWEr.L, ffoHN & CnATJO. p.L. L.. c,

1000 Riverwalk Dr. 1 Ste. 200
.P.O. Box 501.30
Idaho .Fulls, lD 83405
Attorm;ys for Plainttjf

~

U.S. Mail, postage prcpnid
Express Mail
Hn.nd .Del1very
.Facsimile (208) 524Al 31

D

B-Mail

~

U.S. MaH, postage pr~p~id.
ExpreMs Mui!

B
!Rl

D

CJ

~

D

Hund Delivery
Facsimile (208) 523-9518
f:->Mail

THmn-PARTY mi:FE:NnAN'l'S .ROfrnn:r ANn NANCY p~~Tlm.SONS 1 f.U:Sromm TO
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Donald L. Harris, ISB # 1969
Karl R. Decker, ISB #3390
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone 208-523-0620
Facsimile 208-523-9518
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Attorneys for Fern Peterson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
FERN PETERS ON, a protected person,
through her conservator, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-07-3163

AMENDED MOTION FOR DISMISSAL

vs.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS and
YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN
MURRA Yand SHERRI MURRA Y,husband
and wife; DA YID LAWRENCE; JOHN
DOES 1-20;
Defendants.

COMES NOW PlaintiffF em Peterson, a protected person, by and through her guardian, Paul
Peterson, and amends her previous Motion for Voluntary Dismissal Pursuant to Rule 41 (a)(l)
I.R.C.P., requesting that this matter be dismissed with prejudice pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 41 (a)(2), and that such further proceedings under this motion be considered pursuant to
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a)(2) and shall be entitled Plaintiffs Motion for Dismissal
Pursuant to Rule 41 (a)(2) l.R.C.P.

~

DATED this~ day of December, 2009.

HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN

& CRAPO, P.L.L.C.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and
with my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that I served a copy of the following described pleading or
document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the
correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof on this

DOCUMENT SERVED:

ltfO day of December, 2009.

MOTION FOR VO LUNTARY DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO
RULE 41(a)(1) I.R.C.P.

ATTORNEYS SERVED:
Ronald L. Swafford
Swafford Law Office
91h St.
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

(.I) First Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( 11) Facsimile
( ) Overnight J\,fail

Michael Michael C. Creamer
Givens Pursley LLP

( 11 ) First Class Mail
(

PO Box 2720

(11) Facsimile

Boise, ID 83701-2720

(

) Hand Delivery
) Overni ht Mail

lo L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
G:IWPDATAIDLH\14:145 l'elerson\OJ Ple,dings\Motion, Amend, Dismissol 41(•)(2).wpd:cdv
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Donald L. Harris, ISB # 1969
Amanda E. Ulrich, ISB #7986
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone 208-523-0620
Facsimile 208-523-9518
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Attorneys for Fern Peterson

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
FERN PETERSON, a protected person,
through her conservator, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and
YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN
MURRA Yand SHERRI MURRAY, husband
and wife; DAVID LA WREN CE; JOHN
DOES 1-20;

Case No. CV-07-3163

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO RULE
4l(a)(2) I.R.C.P.

Defendants.

COMES NOW Plaintiff Fern Peterson, a protected person, by and through her conservator,
Paul Peterson, and submits this Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Dismissal
Pursuant to Rule 41(a)(2) I.R.C.P.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a)(2) states, "Except as provided in paragraph (1) of this
subdivision of this rule, an action shall not be dismissed at the plaintiffs instance save upon order
of the court and upon such terms and conditions as the court deems proper." As Defendants note

in their Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Voluntary Dismissal,
"The purpose of the court's discretionary authority under this rule is to insure that the court pays due
regard to the interests of both the plaintiff and defendant; dismissal of the plaintiffs action must not
unfairly jeopardize the defendant's interests." Parkside Schools, Inc., v. Bronco Elite Arts &

Athletics, LLC, 145 Idaho 176, 178, 177 P.3d 390, 392 (2008). Defendants interests will not be
prejudiced by the dismissal of this action.
Defendants' main objection to Plaintiffs motion to dismiss appears to focus on some alleged
prejudice to Defendants' interest in Third-party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson. However,
Defendants' interests would not be prejudiced by the dismissal of this case with regard to
Defendants' action against Third-Party Defendants. Plaintiff is not requesting that the Court dismiss
this action in its entirety. Rather, Plaintiff is requesting that the Court dismiss this action only as to
Plaintiffs claims against Defendants. Defendants may, at their option, wish to continue to pursue
their action against Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson. However, such decision
does not affect Plaintiffs cause of action, nor is it of Plaintiffs concern.
Additionally, with regard to whether Defendants' interests will be unfairly jeopardized by
the dismissal of this action as to claims by Plaintiff, Plaintiff is the prevailing party in this matter and
would be entitled to seek attorney fees from Defendants. See Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(l).
Defendants, as the non-prevailing party, would not be entitled to any attorneys fees from Plaintiff.
Plaintiff brought this action to enforce the terms of the Mortgage after Defendants defaulted on
several provisions. Pursuant to Paragraph 27 of the Mortgage, Plaintiff is entitled to an award of
attorneys fees resulting from an action to enforce such Mortgage. After Plaintiff brought this action,
Defendants cured their default of the Mortgage and Plaintiffs subsequently filed a Notice of Cure

2 -

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL
PURSUANT TO RULE 4l(a)(l) I.R.C.P.

of Defaults. Thus, Plaintiff is the prevailing party and Defendants would not be entitled to attorneys
fees from Plaintiff.
Further, Defendants have consistently alleged that this action was brought to assist Robert
and Nancy Peterson in the lawsuit brought by Private Wilderness against them. Such allegation is
unfounded and untrue. Given the prior position of Private Wilderness that the action should not have
been brought, their objection now appears disingenuous.
Based upon the foregoing, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court dismiss this matter
with prejudice, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)(2), because Defendants' interests
will not be unfairly jeo~\)~ized by dismissal of Plaintiffs action against Defendants.
DATED this ~day of December, 2009.

HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofidaho, resident of and

with my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that I served a copy of the following described pleading or
document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by maiVTIR..Or by facsimile, with the
correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof on this ___
( ~daay
d of December, 2009.

DOCUMENT SERVED:

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF I)LAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO
RULE 41(a)(l) I.R.C.P.

ATTORNEYS SERVED:

( I" ) First Class Mail

Ronald L. Swafford
Swafford Law Office

(

) Hand Delivery
( I") Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail

th

525 9 St.
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Michael C. Creamer
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

( I" ) First Class Mail
(

) Hand Delivery
Facsimile
) Overnight 1:1aif
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Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
FERN PETERSON, a protected person

through her guardian1 PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,
V.

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS

Case No. CV-2007-3163
REPLY TO PRIVATE

WILDERNESS'S OBJECTION AND
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
and JOI-IN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.
PRNATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho

limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS
and YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; and DAVID
LAWRENCE,

Third~Party Plaintiffs,

v.
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wife,
Third-Part Defendants.
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Third~party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson (the '~Petersons 11), by and
through their attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, hereby file this Reply to Third-party
Plaintiffs' ('"Private Wilderness'') Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to .Third Party

Defendants' Motionfor Reconsideration ("Private Wilderness's Objection") dated December 11,
2009,

A. There is no requirement that new evidence be presented on a motion for
reconsideration.

Private Wilderness wrongly asse1is that Petersons' Motton/or Reaonsiderattofl of Order
Denying Third Party Dtf.fendcmts 'Motion to Dismiss and Memorandum in Support Thereof filed

November 18, 2009 (''Motion for Reconsideration") is infirm because Petersons did not provide
"additional'1 or "new" evidence. Private Wilderness's Objection at 3-S. On this very question,
the Idaho Court of Appeals has held that '"the absence of new evidence acc::ompanying [a] motion
for reconsideration d[oes] nut, sttmding alone, require that the motion be denied." Johnson v.

Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 473, 147 P.3d 100, 105 (2006), 1 The Court explained;
a rule requiring new evidence on a motion for reconsideration would be a cause
for concern ... [because i]t would prevent a party from drawing the trial courf s
attention to errors of law or fact in the initial decision, precluding correction of
even flagrant errors except through an appeal.
Id. Such is the case here. Pctcrsons raised errors oflaw and fact in the Coutt's resjudicata

(claim preclusion) analysis and interpretation of the parties' release of''a1l claims," As held by
the Johnson Court, these types of errors are appropriate to 1·aise in a motion for reconsideration
under Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) without providing new or additional evidence.

1 Tbe

Idaho Supreme Courl hH noL addn.::1111od this qucl:ltion, Acoordingly1 the Court of Appeals' holding in

Johnson is controlHn1,
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B. Private Wilderness Includes collateral estoppel arguments in its re."i judicata
(claim preclusion) analysis.
As discussed in Petersons' prior briefs to this Court on it Motion to Dismiss and Motion

for Reconsideration, the Third Party Complaint is barred by the doctrine of resjudicata (claim
preclusion), not resjudicata (issue preclusion) (aka "collateral estoppel"). 2 Nevertheless, Private

Wilderness discusses collateral estoppel in the section of its brief entitled ~'Res Judicata as Claim
Preclusion." Specifically, Private Wilderness cites the Court's collateral estoppel analysis for the
following statements:
As noted in this Court's Order, the issues in the 112009 Indemnity Suit" are not the
same as those addressed in the "2006 Easement Suit.n Most notably, the '2009
Indemnify [sic] Suit' does not seek to establish an easement but assumes an
easement and interference thereof. Order Denying Third-Party Defendants'
Motion to Dismiss pg 9.
Private Wilderness's Objection at 3 (emphases added). The Court's statements that the issues
"are not the same" and that the 2009 Indemnity Suit Hassumes an easement" are contained in a
paragraph that ends as follows: "Therefore, the Petersons have not shown that Private
Wilderness's Third Party Complain[tJ is barred by ,-es iudicata (issue preclusion). Order at 10
(emphasis added). Neither Private Wilderness's statements quoted above, nor those statements it

attributes to the Court1 are applicable to resjudicata (claim preclusion) or to Peterson's Motion
for Reconsideration.

C, Prjvate Wilderness could have and should have raised its indemnification claim
in the 2006 Easement Suit, despite its assertion that damages had not yet been
"realized,"

Private Wilderness states that the Third Party Complaint's indemnification claim "was
not and could not be addresses [sic] in the '2006 Easement Suit' as the damages which should be

2 To

help avoid confu11ion bctwcon the doctrines in this brief, Petcrsoru use the tcnu "resjudicata (claim
prechlsion)" to refer to that doctrin~, and tho tern, "collateral estoppcl" to refer to res Judicata (issue preclusion),

c;/}_
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,,

indemnified were not realized at that time or part of the same nucleus of facts." Private
Wilderness's Objection at 2. This is unpersuasive for several reasons.
Ffrst, although it is not clear what Private Wilderness means by 0 realized,' 1 its assertion
that potential damages "were not realized," does not preclude the application of res judicata
(claim preclusion). Perhaps Private Wilderness intends Hrealized" to mean that it could not have
predicted that damages would be sought by or awarded to Fern Peterson in the 2007 Foreclosure.
If so, this simply :is not the case. Fem Peterson filed her Complaint initiating the 2007
Foreclosure Suit on December 17, 2007, while the 2006 Basement Suit was pending, In its

Answer filed seventeen months before the final order in the 2006 Easement Suit. Private
Wilderness stated, as an affirmative defense, that "All damages alleged by the Plaintiff are
allributable to penmm; ovt!r which the Defendants have no control and for which Defendants

cannot be held accountable,'-a clear reference to Petersons and their alleged wrongful
interference with the alleged easement. Private Wilderness knew damages were at issue in the
2007 Foreclosure Suit and it could have, and should have, raised its claim for indemnification in
the 2006 Easement Suit.
On the other hand, perhaps Private Wilderness intends ~'realized" to mean that the
damages sought by Fern Peterson in the 2007 Foreclosure Suit had not yet been determined
while the 2006 Easement Suit was pending. If so, it is of no consequence because there is no
practical or legal requirement that damages be determined prior to obtaining a judicial
declaration that one party should indemnify another. See Hartman v. United Heritage Property

and Cas. Co., 141 Idaho 193, 199, 108 PJd 340, 346 (2005) ("a duty to defend or to indemnify
can be decided in a declaratory judgment action prior to the resolution of the underlying

lawsuit").

J qJ
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Private Wildemess seems to argue that resjudicata (claim preclmdon) does not apply
because Private Wilderness 1s claim for indemnification against Petersons depends on whether
Fern Peterson would prevail in the 2007 Foreclosure Suit This is not the oase. As stated
numerous times in Petersons' prior briefings, Private Wilderness's indemnification claim in the
Third Party Complaint must stand or fall on the detenninations of (1) whether the alleged

easement existed, and (2) whether Petersons wrongfully interfered with it-Le. the same claims
raised and resolved in the 2006 Easement Case. The outcome of Fern Peterson's claims against

Private Wilderness will dete1mine whether a default has occurred and whether Private
Wilderness is liable fat damages as a result. It will not determine whether Petersons should
indemnify Private Wilderness for any such damages.
Contrary to Private Wildemess's assertion, it could have sought indemnification in the
2006 Easement Suit without knowing whether it would be liable to Fern Peterson for any
damages, and it should have brought its claim far indemnification because the same facts are
necessary to prove that claim as were necessary to prove Private Wilderness's claim for relief in
the 2006 Easement Suit.
As this Court is aware, the 2006 Easement Suit has been resolved via settlement between
the parties and uponjudgment entered by this Court. Private Wilderness now seeks to obtain
more favorable relief than it negotiated and settled for in the 2006 Easement Suit by trying to
litigate the same set of facts in the 2007 Indemnity Suit. In essence, Private Wilderness "split its
cause of action so as to obtain a further bite at the apple." Kootenai Elec. Co-op., inc. v. Lamar

Corp., 219 P.3d 440 (2009). As held by the Kootenai Court, [11] primary purpose of the res
11

judicata doctrine is to prevent just such an occurrence." Jd. 1 citing Wing v. Hulet, 106 Idaho 912,

916, 684 P.2d 314, 318 (Ct. App. 1984) ("the rule against splitting a claim applies even though
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the remedies or fonn of relief demanded in one suit are different from those demanded in
another.")
D. Private Wilderness compares the wrong cases in its resj11dicata (claim
preclusion) analysis.

Private Wilderness continues to confuse the cases relevant to res judicata ( claim

prelusion) in its assertion that "the two underlying cases are connected, they were and are two
separate and distinct lawsuits." Private Wilderness's Objection at 3. As pointed out in
Petersons' Motion for Reconsideration 1 the correct cases to compare are the 2006 Easement Suit

and the 2009 Indemnity Suit, not the 20D6 Easement Suit and the 2007 Foreclosure Suit.
E, The 2007 Foreclosure Sult does not depend on the outcome of the 2006 Easement
Suit,

Petersons disagree with assertions that the 2006 Easement Suit had to be detennined

before the 2007 Foreclosure Suit could be. Private Wilderness's Objection at 3. It should be
noted at the outset that Private Wilderness's assertion that "even counsel for Fem Peterson stated

that the '2006 Easement Case' must be determined before the "2007 Foreclosure Suif could be
determined'' is not an accurate statcment. 3 Fem Peterson's counsel actually stated:
Further, Plaintiffs have differed [sic?] in pursuing this matter pending the
outcome of a dispute between Private Wilderness and Robert Peterson with the
Department of Lands concerning acoess to properties related to this action. This
Plaintiff has been advised that until such resolution is complete, that it may be
premature to proceed with the trial on this action.

Morton

10 Alter Pre~Trial Schedule

at 2, 2007 Foreclosure Suit (filed Nov. 26, 2008), Fem

Peterson 1s counsel clearly was not referring to the 2006 Easement Suit, since that case did not
involve a dispute with the Idaho Department of Lands. Accordingly, Private Wilderness's

i Private Wilderness states that the Court's Order noted this, but this is not accurate either, The Court
stated "Fern noted that until the issue of Private Wildomess's access to the Purchased Propeny was complete,
proceeding to trial in the 2007 Mortgage Suit was premature." Order at 10 1 ctrtng Motion to AlLer Pre-Trilil
Schedule at 2, 2007 Foreclosure Suit (filed Nov, 26, 2008).
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portrayal of statements made by Fem Peterson's counsel is inaccurate; nothing in the statements
actually made supports Private Wilderness's argument that the 2007 Foreclosure Suit depends on
the outcome of the 2006 Easement Suit.
lt also should be noted that Petersons do not believe that the relationship between the

2006 Easement Suit and the 2007 Foreclosure Suit is germane to the analysis of whether res

Judicata (claim preclusion) bars the indemnification claim brought by Private wilderness against
Robert and Nancy Peterson. The relevant cases to compare for resjudicata analysis are the 2006

Easement Suit and 2009 Indemnity Suit, both of which have been brought by Private Wilderness
against Robe1t and Nancy Peterson.

Nevertheless, Petersons feel compelled to point out that the defaults alleged in the 2007
Foreclosure Suit do nol depend on Private Wilderness's claims about the existence of the alleged

easement or Petersons' alleged wrongful interference. The 2007 Foreclosure Suit involves
default of a mortgage and prays for foreclosure of that mortgage; it does not involve the
existence of an easement or any actions by Petersons. To the extent that "Private Wilderness's
ability to access the Purchased Property ... had to be detennined before the mortgage issue [in
the 2007 Foreclosure Suit] could be fully addressed," Order at 10, by stipulation and final

judgment in the 2006 Easement Suit Private Wilderness waived its right to have those facts
detennined. It is bound by that decision,

In summary, Private Wilderness raises no good argument as to why it could not or should

not have brought its indemnification claim in the 2006 Easement Suit where the same- facts
regarding the same alleged easement and same alleged wrongful interference by Petersons were
concluded. As such, the doctrine of res judicata (claim preclusion) bars Private Wilderness from
bringing the Third Party Complaint's indemnification claim.
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'F, Private WiJdcrnu,s', nd.missinn that tbr. ··aU clnhru" release resolves all claJnu1 i11
the 2006 Easement Suit t>recludes it from. bri11ging its Third Party Complaint.

In accorclancc: with tho Court's fi11dir1gs 1. Pl'ivatc \.'VUderness asserts that ·'The ~ettlen1ent

agr,~en1ent rcsolvc!l those claitns in the '2006 Eusement Suit' only:" Private Wildemeas's
Objectkm at 5. As discussed in their Mt1tion for Reccmsidenitfon, Petersons disagree that "all

claims" is ao limited. However, ruthcr tl:um mite.rate all their argume11ts on this subject,
Petcrsons herein focorporate by the itrguments raised in their prior briefs to this Coutt,

At the same time1 even if Priva!.c ·wndemess and the C,>urt are correct in their
intc11,t·etntion of the release, I'rivate 'Wildc'l'ness still is barred from btinging its indemnification
claim against Petersons because that claim depends on the claims raised md.t~~~~ i11 the 2006

Easement Casc...··11amely, whether the alleged easemc--nt existed and whether Petemons'
wrougfolly interfered with it Private Wildemcss cannot sfanJlly "·assume" the existeiicc of an

casement ur wmngiul intc..-rfore.nce with its \tsc. Put simply, Privute Wildeme.si; cunuot obtain the
rel:ief !i1ey reqi1est in the Third Pru'ty Compl.nint (i.e. indemnification) without pmving these

claims. Accordingly) even tmder the Court's and Private Wild:.,-mcss's interpretation of the "all
clain1s· 1 releuse, the Third Party Cm:~plaint should he dismissed.
Respectfully st1bmitted this l i 11 day <rf December, 2009.
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Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, TN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON~
Plaintiff,

v.

Case No. CV-2007-3163
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WILDERNESS'S OBJECTION AND
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS'

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LA WREN CE;
and JOHN DOES 1-20,

MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO
APPEAL

Defendants.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an ldaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;

KEVIN MURRAY and SHERR1 MURRAY,
husband and wife; and DA YID
LAWRENCE,
Third-Patty Plaintiffs,

v.
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wife,
Third-Part Defendants.
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Tbird-pa1ty Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson (the "Petersons"), by and
through their attorneys of record, Givells Pursley LLP, hereby tile this reply to Third-party

Plaintiffs' ("Private Wilderness") Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party
De:fendants' Motton/or Permission to Appeal ("Private Wilderness's Objection") dated

December 11, 2009,

A. An immediate appeal is appropriate because the Court's Order involves
controlling questions of lnw as to which there are substantial grounds for
difference of opinion and an immediate appeal from the order will materially
advance the orderly resolution of the litigation.

According to LA.R. 12(a), pennission may be gnillted to appeal from an interlocutory
order if it involves a controlling question oflaw as to which there is substantial ground for

difference of opinion in which an immediate appeal from tlie order may materially advance the
orderly resoluti011 of the litigation.
There are two controlling questions of law at issue;: here: (1) whether res Judicata (claim

preclusion) bars Private Wilderness from bringing its Third Party Complaint; and (2) whether the
partiesi stipulated release of "all claims" in settlement of a prior lawsuit precludes Private

Wilderness from bringing its indemnification claim against the Petersons. To avoid repetition,
Petersuno refer the Court to the discussion of this factor contained in their Motion for Permission

to Appeal filed November 16, 2009.
In addition) it is clear that an immediate appeal will materially advance the orderly
resolution of the litigation by detennining whether Petersons should be parties and whether the
district court must address the claims raised in the Third Party Complaint. If Petersons are
dismissed from this case, the two remaining parties can focus their litigation and settlement

efforts on each other. In addition, if the Third Party Complaint is dismissed, the Court need not
determine facts and issues involving an alleged easement and Petorsons' alleged wro11gful
DJ.l!JT .V Tl"\ 'PlHV A 'l''F
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interference with that easement-facts and issues that are completely unrelated to the underlying

cause of action brought by Fern Peterson against Private Wilderness.
B, Private Wilderness cites a standard used by the Idaho Supreme Court that 111

inapplicable to this Court's determination under Ruic 12(b),
Private Wilderness argues that 11Rule 12 appeals arc only accepted i11 the most
exceptional cases with the intent to resolve substantial legal issues of great public interest or
legal questions of first impression." Private Wildorness's Objection at 2, cittng Aardema v. U.S.

Dairy Systems, Inc., 147 Idaho 785,215 P.3d 505 (2009) (emphasis added), By its express
language however, the Aardema Court's standard applies only to the Idaho Supreme Court's

dete1mination of whether it will "accept" an appeal by pennission under Rule 12(c) and (d);

Aardema does not apply to the district couii' s dete1mination of whether it will approve or
disapprove a motion for permission to appeal under Rule 12(b).
Rule 12(b) expressly states that a motion for permission to appeal filed with the district
court shall be filed '1upon the grounds set forth in subdivision (a) of this rule"-i.e. on grounds
that it "involves a controlling question of law as to which there is substantial grounds for
difference of opinion and in which an immediate appeal from the order or decree may materially
advance the orderly resolution of the litigation.'' It is this standard alone that the district court

must use to determine whether it will approve or disapprove Petersons' request for pc1mission to
appeal. This standard is met here.
Rule 12(c), by contrast, requires a party to request the Supreme Court's "acceptance" of
an appeal by permission, and Rule 12(d) gives the Supreme Court the authority to enter an order
''accepting" the appeal. The standard in Aardema expressly applies to the Supreme Court's
detennination of whether to "accept'' an appeal by pennission under Rules 12(c) and (d), and is
not the standard to be used by the district court in determining a motion under Rule 12(b),
REPLY TO PRIVATE WILDERNESS'S OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN
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C.. Even if standards other than those expressly stated in Rule 12(a) apply to this
Court's determination, those standards favor approving permission to appeal.
The Aardema Court cited Bude/! v. Todd, 105 ldaho 2, 4,665 P.2d 701,703 (1983) (per

curiam) for the standard cited by Private Wilderness. However, neither the Aardema Court nor
Private Wilderness discussed all of the other factors cited by the Bude!/ Cou1i that the Supreme
Court weighs "in addition to the threshold questions of whether there is a controlling question of
law and whether Elil immediate appeal would advance the orderly rt:solution of the litigation."

Bude/!, 105 Idaho at 4, 665 P.2d at 703. Such factors include
the impact of an immediate appeal upon the pa1ties, the effect of the delay of the
proceedings in the district court pending the appeal, the likelihood or possibility of a
second appeal after judgment is finally entered by the district court:i and the case
workload of the appellate courts. No single factor is controlling in the Court's decision
of acceptance or rejection of an appeal by certification , . , ,

Id. As discussed below, application cf these factors in this case supports granting an immediate
appeal of the Court's Order,

The impaq:t_9f an immediate ru,peal upon the parties.

An immediate appeal would

significantly and beneficially impact the parties because an appeal would detemiine whether or
not Petersons should even be involved in this litigation. If they should be involved, the parties
can prepare litigation and settlement strategies accordingly, If they should not be involved, their
dismissal from the action will allow the Court and the other parties to focus their litigation and
settlement efforts on the claims presented by Fern Peterson's Amended Complaint. It will also,
of course, save Petersons from spending unnecessary time and money litigating or settling 1;1 case

they have no interest in,
The effect of the delay of the proceedi11gs in the district court pending the appeal. While
the district court proceedings likely would be delayed if an immediate appeal is allowed, such a
delay would not inordinately prejudice the other parties because there are no issues remaining for
"Dt.'nr .v "'n P111u A'T''li'. wrr .nTtRNR~.i;;,,;; OR.T'F.r'T'lON AND MEMORANDUM IN
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tl'ial except those related to the potential award of attorney fees. Plaintiff Fern Peterson has tiled
a Motion for Voluntary Dismissal of her case against Private Wildemess because Private
Wilderness has cured the alleged defaults that formed the basis of Fern's complaint. If Fern
Petersons' action is dismissed, there is no triable issue remaining under the Third Party

Complaint and it also must be dismissed, Private Wildemess readily admits that, given this
posture, the only remaining issue is their request for attorney fees. Private Wilderness's
Objection at 3. Thus, any delay in the proceedings from taking an immediate appeal will not

prejudice the parties since the only thing to determine is the issue of attorney fees,
Moreover, this matter was commenced in December of 2007, and Private Wilderness

delayed joining the Petersons for nearly a year and a half. It should not be heard now to argue
that it would be prejudiced if this mattor were temporarily stayed while the question of whether
the Petersons' are proper1y joined is resolved. 1
The likelihood or possibilitv of a sect,md appeal after judgment is finally entered by the

district court. Regardless of the outcome of an immediate appeal, there is little possibility of a
second appeal on the merits after judgment is entered by the district court because, as discussed
above, the only issue remaining in this case is whether Private Wilderness is entitled to attorney
foes.

IJ1e case workload of the api;iellate courts. This factor is difficult to weigh because

neither the parties nor the district cou1i are in a position to assess the appellate courts' workload.
This factor exemplifies why, as discussed above, the only factors for the distl'ict court to weigh in
detennining whether to approve pennission to appeal are those factors contained in Rule 12(a),

1The Petersons havi, not bee11 dragging their feet in any event, but have pressed consistcntty for the most

speedy rc11olmion of this issue.
n11'.1JT.v
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D. To the extent that Rule 12 appeals are allowed only in cases involving substantial
legal issues of great public interest or legal questions of first impression,
Petersons' request for an immediate appeal fairly meets those standards.
As mentioned above, the Idaho Supreme Court in Aardema and Rudell stated that Rule
12 appeals are "exceptional'' and are to resolve Hsubstantial legal issues of great public interest or
legal questions of first impression." Aardema, 147 Idaho at_, 215 P.3d at_; Rudell) 105

Idaho at 4, 665 P.2d at 703. The two legal questions presented in Petersons' Motion to Dismiss
meet these standards.

Based on the Court's Order and Petersons' review of Idaho Supreme Comt case law, the
question of whether res judicata (claim preclusion) bars Private Wilderness from bringing its
Third Party Complaint appears to raise several questions of first impression related to the
doctrine of res Judicata (claim preclusion). Specifically, it appears that the Idaho Supreme Court

has not expressly addressed how to apply the doctrine where a prior action was resolved by
stipulated settlement of the pai1ies but th::: settleme:nt did not address the factual allegations

necessary to prove the newly raised claims. 2 Nor has the Cou1t squarely addressed how to apply
the doctrine where the allegedly barred suit is a third~pa11y action; that is 1 in analyzing the '"same
claim" element of the doctrine, whether a court should compare the claims in the prior litigation
to claims raised in the third-pa11y complaint or, as the Comt has done here, only to the claims
raised in the underlying action. 3 Another issue of first impression is whether a claim for

2 This question is based on the Court'8 statement in its Order that 11 H11d the 2006 Easement Suit proceeded
to adjudication, and had a detennination been made that Private Wtldemess had access to the Purchased Property by
means other than through Petersons' property, then Private Wilderness ccmld not h1we raist?Jd the third party claim at
bar." Order at 10,

3 This

question is based on the Court'~ $tateme11t in its Order that ' 1tho mortgage dispute between Private
Wilderness and Pern, although potcmtially rela1ed Lo the 2006 Ell\'lomem Suit, did not arise out of the s11me
transaction or series of transactions a~ those in the 2006 Easement Suit." Order etl 9.
..,.,, ... U ,,..,...
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indcmni.ficutfon is barred where the facts allegedly giving rise to the indt::mni:IicaLfon. claim were
·the basis for the .same partyi s claims in a prior proceeding thut reached u fhrnl judgment. ,i
There also ls a gUt)stfon of great public 1ntere11t rngatdirig the parti.i~ ~ release of~'ull
chlims" agtlinst each otber: ·what is t:he ef.foct of n release of "all claims'' as 1;1 mutter oflaw?
This is of groat public interest beoaust~ the public must be illstructed us to what a ,·eleuse of ''all
claims'' memJs st) it can conduct its daily busirn~ss and settfo disputes wi.th confidence. Jt is
Petcrsoni; positioi1 drnt "all <=luims/' as a.rnattor oflaw u.nd comm,:m /lense, should be construed

br,oadly to mcatl all claims iu-ising O'llt of the same tmnsncti.i.m or series of lransuc(fons that might
and should have~ bcert cx.prei:mly mised by the .rartics, Such arl interpretation would ullow the

public to .t'esolve disputes with two simple words-'·an claiins' 1---··ftnd avoid the expense of hiring
11ttomeys to craft lc11gthy and detailed relea~i: cfouscs to n,;cmaplisl1 the same thing. On the .other

hand, even if the S·uprt'lme C<.iurt interpreted "all c:lainis" to meun somcihing d.ifferenti at least the
public woulc11.1.nden.tm1d that it does not, in focti mean 1'all claims."

Petersous respectfol.1 y l'ec.1uest this Com, appn1ve its permission to appeal the Court1 s

Order Denyin.g Peter.sons' Motim1 Lo Dismis!-).
Respect.fo.1.1 y submitted this J. i 11 day of Dccm11her. 200,9.
GIVENS
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Michael C. Creamer, ISB #4030
Michael P. Lawrence, ISB #7288
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Telephone: 208-388-1200
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Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH ruDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,
V.

PRNATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
and JOHN DOES 1-20,

Case No. CV-2007-3163

REPLY TO PRIVATE
WILDER.~ESS'S OBJECTION AND
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO
APPEAL

Defendants.

PRNATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; and DAVID
LAWRENCE,
Third-Party Plaintiffs,

v.
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wife,
Third-Part Defendants.
REPLY TO PRIVATE WILDERNESS'S OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL- Page 1
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Third-party Defendants Robert Peterson and Nancy Peterson (the "Petersons"), by and
through their attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, hereby file this reply to Third-party
Plaintiffs' ("Private Wilderness") Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party
Defendants' Motion for Permission to Appeal ("Private Wilderness's Objection") dated
December 11, 2009.
A. An immediate appeal is appropriate because the Court's Order involves
controlling questions of law as to which there are substantial grounds for
difference of opinion and an immediate appeal from the order will materially
advance the orderly resolution of the litigation.

According to I.A.R. 12(a), permission may be granted to appeal from an interlocutory
order if it involves a controlling question of law as to which there is substantial ground for
difference of opinion in which an immediate appeal from the order may materially advance the
orderly resolution of the litigation.
There are two controlling questions oflaw at issue here: (1) whether res judicata (claim
preclusion) bars Private Wilderness from bringing its Third Party Complaint; and (2) whether the
parties' stipulated release of "all claims" in settlement of a prior lawsuit precludes Private
Wilderness from bringing its indemnification claim against the Petersons. To avoid repetition,
Petersons refer the Court to the discussion of this factor contained in their Motion for Permission
to Appeal filed November 16, 2009.
In addition, it is clear that an immediate appeal will materially advance the orderly

resolution of the litigation by determining whether Petersons should be parties and whether the
district court must address the claims raised in the Third Party Complaint. If Petersons are
dismissed from this case, the two remaining parties can focus their litigation and settlement
efforts on each other. In addition, if the Third Party Complaint is dismissed, the Court need not
determine facts and issues involving an alleged easement and Petersons' alleged wrongful
REPLY TO PRIVATE WILDERNESS'S OBJECTION AND MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL- Page 2

interference with that easement-facts and issues that are completely unrelated to the underlying
cause of action brought by Fern Peterson against Private Wilderness.
B. Private Wilderness cites a standard used by the Idaho Supreme Court that is
inapplicable to this Court's determination under Rule 12(b).

Private Wilderness argues that "Rule 12 appeals are only accepted in the most
exceptional cases with the intent to resolve substantial legal issues of great public interest or
legal questions of first impression." Private Wilderness's Objection at 2, citing Aardema v. U.S.

Dairy Systems, Inc., 147 Idaho 785,215 P.3d 505 (2009) (emphasis added). By its express
language however, the Aardema Court's standard applies only to the Idaho Supreme Court's
determination of whether it will "accept" an appeal by permission under Rule 12(c) and (d);
Aardema does not apply to the district court's determination of whether it will approve or
disapprove a motion for permission to appeal under Rule 12(b).
Rule 12(b) expressly states that a motion for permission to appeal filed with the district
court shall be filed "upon the grounds set forth in subdivision (a) of this rule"-i.e. on grounds
that it "involves a controlling question oflaw as to which there is substantial grounds for
difference of opinion and in which an immediate appeal from the order or decree may materially
advance the orderly resolution of the litigation." It is this standard alone that the district court
must use to determine whether it will approve or disapprove Petersons' request for permission to
appeal. This standard is met here.
Rule 12(c), by contrast, requires a party to request the Supreme Court's "acceptance" of
an appeal by permission, and Rule 12(d) gives the Supreme Court the authority to enter an order
"accepting" the appeal. The standard in Aardema expressly applies to the Supreme Court's
determination of whether to "accept" an appeal by permission under Rules 12( c) and (d), and is
not the standard to be used by the district court in determining a motion under Rule 12(b).
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C. Even if standards other than those expressly stated in Rule 12(a) apply to this
Court's determination, those standards favor approving permission to appeal.

The Aardema Court cited Budellv. Todd, 105 Idaho 2, 4,665 P.2d 701, 703 (1983) (per
curiam) for the standard cited by Private Wilderness. However, neither the Aardema Court nor
Private Wilderness discussed all of the other factors cited by the Budell Court that the Supreme
Court weighs "in addition to the threshold questions of whether there is a controlling question of
law and whether an immediate appeal would advance the orderly resolution of the litigation."
Budell, 105 Idaho at 4, 665 P .2d at 703. Such factors include
the impact of an immediate appeal upon the parties, the effect of the delay of the
proceedings in the district court pending the appeal, the likelihood or possibility of a
second appeal after judgment is finally entered by the district court, and the case
workload of the appellate courts. No single factor is controlling in the Court's decision
of acceptance or rejection of an appeal by certification ....

Id. As discussed below, application of these factors in this case supports granting an immediate
appeal of the Court's Order.
The impact of an immediate appeal upon the parties. An immediate appeal would
significantly and beneficially impact the parties because an appeal would detennine whether or
not Petersons should even be involved in this litigation. If they should be involved, the parties
can prepare litigation and settlement strategies accordingly. If they should not be involved, their
dismissal from the action will allow the Court and the other parties to focus their litigation and
settlement efforts on the claims presented by Fem Peterson's Amended Complaint. It will also,
of course, save Petersons from spending unnecessary time and money litigating or settling a case
they have no interest in.
The effect of the delav of the proceedings in the district court pending the appeal. While
the district court proceedings likely would be delayed if an immediate appeal is allowed, such a
delay would not inordinately prejudice the other parties because there are no issues remaining for
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trial except those related to the potential award of attorney fees. Plaintiff Fem Peterson has filed
a Motion for Voluntary Dismissal of her case against Private Wilderness because Private
Wilderness has cured the alleged defaults that formed the basis of Fem' s complaint. If Fem
Petersons' action is dismissed, there is no triable issue remaining under the Third Party
Complaint and it also must be dismissed. Private Wilderness readily admits that, given this
posture, the only remaining issue is their request for attorney fees. Private Wilderness's
Objection at 3. Thus, any delay in the proceedings from taking an immediate appeal will not
prejudice the parties since the only thing to determine is the issue of attorney fees.
Moreover, this matter was commenced in December of 2007, and Private Wilderness
delayed joining the Petersons for nearly a year and a half. It should not be heard now to argue
that it would be prejudiced if this matter were temporarily stayed while the question of whether
the Petersons' are properly joined is resolved. 1
The likelihood or possibility of a second apoeal after judgment is finallv entered by the
district court. Regardless of the outcome of an immediate appeal, there is little possibility of a
second appeal on the merits after judgment is entered by the district court because, as discussed
above, the only issue remaining in this case is whether Private Wilderness is entitled to attorney
fees.
The case workload of the appellate courts. This factor is difficult to weigh because
neither the parties nor the district court are in a position to assess the appellate courts' workload.
This factor exemplifies why, as discussed above, the only factors for the district court to weigh in
determining whether to approve permission to appeal are those factors contained in Rule 12(a).

1The Petersons have not been dragging their feet in any event, but have pressed consistently for the most
speedy resolution of this issue.
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D. To the extent that Rule 12 appeals are allowed only in cases involving substantial
legal issues of great public interest or legal questions of first impression,
Petersons' request for an immediate appeal fairly meets those standards.

As mentioned above, the Idaho Supreme Court in Aardema and Budell stated that Rule
12 appeals are "exceptional" and are to resolve "substantial legal issues of great public interest or
legal questions of first impression." Aardema, 147 Idaho at_, 215 P.3d at_; Budell, 105
Idaho at 4, 665 P.2d at 703. The two legal questions presented in Petersons' Motion to Dismiss
meet these standards.
Based on the Court's Order and Petersons' review ofldaho Supreme Court case law, the
question of whether resjudicata (claim preclusion) bars Private Wilderness :from bringing its
Third Party Complaint appears to raise several questions of first impression related to the
doctrine of resjudicata (claim preclusion). Specifically, it appears that the Idaho Supreme Court
has not expressly addressed how to apply the doctrine where a prior action was resolved by
stipulated settlement of the parties but the settlement did not address the factual allegations
necessary to prove the newly raised claims. 2 Nor has the Court squarely addressed how to apply
the doctrine where the allegedly barred suit is a third-party action; that is, in analyzing the "same
claim" element of the doctrine, whether a court should compare the claims in the prior litigation
to claims raised in the third-party complaint or, as the Court has done here, only to the claims
raised in the underlying action. 3 Another issue of first impression is whether a claim for

question is based on the Court's statement in its Order that "Had the 2006 Easement Suit proceeded
to adjudication, and had a determination been made that Private Wilderness had access to the Purchased Property by
means other than through Petersons' property, then Private Wilderness could not have raised the third party claim at
bar." Order at 10.
2 This

3 This question is based on the Court's statement in its Order that "the mortgage dispute between Private
Wilderness and Fem, although potentially related to the 2006 Easement Suit, did not arise out of the same
transaction or series of transactions as those in the 2006 Easement Suit." Order at 9.
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indemnification is barred where the facts allegedly giving rise to the indemnification claim were
the basis for the same party's claims in a prior proceeding that reached a final judgment. 4
There also is a question of great public interest regarding the parties' release of "all
claims" against each other: What is the effect of a release of "all claims" as a matter oflaw?
This is of great public interest because the public must be instructed as to what a release of "all
claims" means so it can conduct its daily business and settle disputes with confidence. It is
Petersons position that "all claims," as a matter oflaw and common sense, should be construed
broadly to mean all claims arising out of the same transaction or series of transactions that might
and should have been expressly raised by the parties. Such an interpretation would allow the
public to resolve disputes with two simple words-"all claims"-and avoid the expense of hiring
attorneys to craft lengthy and detailed release clauses to accomplish the same thing. On the other
hand, even if the Supreme Court interpreted "all claims" to mean something different, at least the
public would understand that it does not, in fact, mean "all claims."
Petersons respectfully request this Court approve its permission to appeal the Court's
Order Denying Petersons' Motion to Dismiss.
Respectfully submitted this l ih day of December, 2009.

Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants
Robert and Nancy Peterson

4 This question is based on Private Wilderness's apparent contention that res judicata (claim preclusion)
does not bar a claim for indemnification even though the facts necessary to prove the indemnification claim formed
the basis of claims in a prior case where judgment was entered.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 17th day of December, 2009, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated:
Ronald L. Swafford
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED

525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Attorneys Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs
Donald L. Harris
Karl R. Decker
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.

1000 Riverwalk Dr., Ste. 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Michael P.~ Lnwrence, ISB #7288
GtV.ENS PURSLEY LLP
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'Post Office :Box 2720
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Telephone: 208·388-1200
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COMES NOW Third-Party Defondants .Robert E1nd Nancy ·Peterson (~1Petersons't by ruid
through their ·attorneys o.f'recotd, Olvcns Pursky LLJ'; and hereby·request tl1at the Court

forthwitJ:i enternq..ordergmntiqg P~t~rsop,s summary'jµdginent on their Ivfo'tion. forS~ary
Judgment fil:ed with th!! Court on Decemb~r- LO, 2·009, dismissing Third-Party .Plaintiffs Third'Party C<)n~plafr1t nud awa¢ing Peternons their attornty fees.mid costs fo d.efc11ding this .action.
The glX)ui1ds. for thh; request are that the Third-Patty Plaintiffs 'havt· tailed to respond to·
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f
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non-moving pa~y tq ·come forwurp.with evi_q,ence·tha~ there fa·E,,ge:rmine ifiliu~ .fot'triui. lfth~
non-party [iticJ docs·not so rc~pnnd, summaryjud:g,11C.11t, ifapprqprja.te_, shall be. entered against
that party. 1' A,-msirmJg·'V, F.amer-.s 'lnsr.trarzce Ca. of Ida.htJ7 147.'ldaho 67~ ____, 205 P3 rd 1203i'

1208 (2009), As prevai!ihg parti~s 1 P.eti;rsons ar~·forther entitled under ldah{r law) including

Idaho Code 12-l 21, tc an award-of their uttorn.ey foes as:.costs in·defonding .this. action.
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Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bat No. 5809
Larren K Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217
525 Ninth Street
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Telephone: (208) 524~4002
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Attorneys for Private Wilderness, the Davises, and the Murrays
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
FERN PFfERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,

Case No.: CV-2007-3163

Plaintiff,
MOTION TO CONTINUE
HEARING ON MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
PRIVATE vVILDERNESS, LlC, an Idaho
limited liability Corporation; CECIL DAVIS
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JOHN DOES 1~ 20;

Defendants.

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company; CECIL DAVlS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID IAWRENCE;
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and wife,
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COMES NOW the Defendants, Private Wilderness, the Davises, and the Murrays, by

and through cheir acrnrney of record, RONALD L SWAFFORD, ESQ. of Swafford Law Office,
Chartered, who hereby Moves this Court for an Order vacating and resetting the hearing on the
Mocion for Summary Judgment herein, scheduled for the 11 th day of January 2010, at che hour of
4:00 p.m. before the Honorable Darren B. Simpson, District Judge.
Dclendants bring forth this Motion as the Plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal and

the Third..,Party Defendants' Motions for Reconsideration and Permissive Appeal were caken
under advisement at th_e conclusion of the December 21, 2009 hearing. Itis in the best interest: of
judicial efficiency that the hearing scheduled herein be vacated and rescheduled to a date

succeeding that of the entry of the Order on the Motions currently under advisement. It is not

reasonable for all parties to expend the time and resources rn hold a heating on a Motion that
may be resolved by preVious pending Motions.

DATED this t/f-day of January, 2010.
SVI/AFFORD 'LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED

~~·
RON.AlDLSWAFFORD, ESQ
. ~..· '

Attorneys for Defendants

';

, .__ \!n.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day I caused to be served. a r:rue and correct: copy of the

foregoing document on the parties designated below and by t:he method of delivery indicated:

Donald l. Harr.is, Esq.
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn &: Crapo, PLLC
P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwa1k Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
(208)523--0620

Michael C. Creamer, Esq.
Givens Pursley, llP

DMAILING
./ FAXING (208--523-9518)
D HAND DELIVERY
D COURTHOUSE BOX

oMAILING
./ FAXING (208--388--1300)

P.O. Box 2720
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, ID 83701
(208)388--1200

D HAND DELNERY
D COURTHOUSE BOX

DATED this i/'(L day of January, 2010.
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICES, CHARTERED

~-c=-=d:~
RONALD L SWAFFORD, ES~
Attorneys for Defendants
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SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq, 1 Bar No, 1657
R. James Archibald, Esq., Bar No, 4445
Lanen K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
Telephone: (208) 524-4002
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131
Attorneys for Defendants, Third-party Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT,
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BINGHAM COUNTY

FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,.
Plaintiff,

Case No.: CV-07-3163

vs.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
JOHN DOES 1-20;

OBJECTION TO TIIlRD PARTY
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;

KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY 1
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;

Third-party Plaintiffs,
vs.

ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wife,
Third-party Defendants.
OBJECTION TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS 1 MOTION FOR SUMMARY

(~3
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COME NOW the Third-Party Plaintiffs by and through their attorney of record, Swafford Law

Office, Chartered and hereby object to Third Party Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.
This objection is based on the record before the court in this case and in Bingham County Case
No, CV-2006-1289 which Third-party Defendant rely heavily upon. This motion is additionally
opposed based o:ri the Motions to Dismiss currently under advisement by this Court,
Oral Argument is requested.

Dated this5!day of January, 2010.
/

Larren K. Covert, Esq.
Of Swafford Law Office, Chru.tered
Attorneys for the Third Party Plaintiffs

OBJECTION TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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CERTIFICATE OF SE}RVICE

I certify that I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State ofldaho, that I have my office
in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and that on this day I served a true and conect copy of the foregoing
document on the following by the method of delivery indicated:

Donald Harris, Esq.
Holden, Kidwell, Halm & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130 .
Idaho Falls, ID 83405

oUSMAIL
JFAX (208~523~9518)
o HAND DELIVERY
o COURTHOUSE BOX

Michael Creamer
Giv:ins Pursley

oUSMAIL
FAX (208~388--1300)
o HAND DELIVERY
o COURTHOUSE BOX

601 W. Bannock St.
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701,, 2720

Dated January 5, 2010

t

~

Lanen K. Covert, Esq.
Of Swafford Law Office, Chartered

Attorneys for the Third Party Plaintiffs

OBJECTION TO THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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Michael C. Creamer, ISB #4030
Michael P. Lawrence, ISB #7288
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

ZDln JAN -5

601 W. Bannock St.
Post Office Box 2720

Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephont: 208-388~1200
Facsimile: 208-388 .. 1300
I0291•2_747200_:l.DOC

Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,

v,

Case No, CV-2007-3163

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS'
RESPONSE TO THIRD-PARTY
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION AND

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVlS ·
and YU WEN DA VIS> husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY ancl SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
and JOHN DOES 1-20,

MOTIONS REGARDING ROBERT
AND NANCY PETERSONS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defe11dants,
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wifo;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband und wife; and DAYID

LAWRENCE,
Third-Party Plaintiffs,
v.
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wife,
Third-Part Defendants,
THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO THIRD-PARTY PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION AND
MOTIONS REGARDING ROBERT AND NANCY PETERSONS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT- Page

l
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Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson ("Petersons"), by and through their
attomeys ofrecord, Givens Purslc:y LLP, hereby submit Lhis response to the January 4, 2010

Motion to Continue Hearing on Motion for Summary Judgment, and the January 5, 2010 Motion
to Shorten Time and Objection to Third Party Defendant's Motion .for Summary Judgment
("Objection") filed by Third-Party Plaintiffs (collectively HPrivate Wilderness") in the abovecaptioned matter. Petersons request the Couxt deny Private Wilderness's motions because there

is no legal or equitable justification for shortening time or continuing the hearing. Petersons
further reguest the Court grant Petersons' motion for summary judgment.
Petersons timely filed and served their Motion.for Summary Judgment and Memorandum

in Support Thereqf ("Motion for Swnmary Jud£,'1Il.ent") and supporting affidavits on or about
December 10, 2009. On or about the same day, Petersons served Private Wilderne&s's counsel a

Notice ofHearing (''Notice of Hearing") specifying January 11, 2010 as the date for this Court to
hear arguments regarding the Motion for Summary Judgment. Private Wildemess's deadline to
serve an answering brief and affidavits opposing Petersons' Motion for Summary Judgment was
December 28, 2009 (14 days prior to the date of the hearing). LR.C.P. 56(c). Private Wildemess

did not file any brief or affidavits by that date and still has not filed any.
On December 21, 2009, this Court held a hearing on Petenmns' Motion.for

Reconsideration of Order Denying Third Party Defendants ' Motion to Dismiss ("Motion for
Reconsideration") and Motion.for Permtsston co Appeal Order Denying Third Party Defendants'

Motion to Dismiss (''Motion for Pennissive Appeal"), and Plaintiff's Motion.for Voluntary

Dismtssal at which Private Wilderness's counsel participated. The Court took those motions
under advisement and stated its intent to issue a written decision on the motions. No decision

has yet been issued.
TH1RD-PARTY DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO THIRD-PARTY PLAINTIFFS 1 OBJECTION AND
MOTIONS REGAROlNG HOBERT AND NANCY PETERSONS' MOTJON FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT- Page 2

-~
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At the December 21st hearing, Private Wilderness did not request the Court alter the
briefing schedultl or t:ontinue the htJaring dati:: for Petersons' Motion for Summary Judgment,

even though Private Wilderness had been served with the Motion for Summary Judgment and
Notice of Hearing ten days earlier and, therefore, was on notice of the briefing schedule and
hearing date, It was not until January 4, 2010 1---one week after its deadline for filing and

serving a responsive brief and pleadings and one week prior to the hearing date--that Private
Wildemess requested the continuance, And it was not until January 5th that Private Wilderness
filed its "Objection" to Peterson's Motion for Summary Judgment. Private Wilderness's request
to postpone the hearing on Petersons' Motion for Summary Judgment is simply an attempt to

avoid the adverse effect of its missing the response deadline and) presumably, to postpone any
decision on the merits of Petersons' motions-a strategy that has consistently been pursued in

this case to the substantial prejudice of the Petersons, who remain under numerous pre.. trial
deadlines that they at least have been diligent in meeting.

The Cou1t should not reward Private Wilderness's complacency. If Private Wilderness
believed the disposition of Petersons' Motion for Summary Judgment should wait pending the
Court's disposition of Petersons' Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for Peimissive Appeal,
il could have made a request as soon as it had been served the Motion for Summary Jud!:,'ITlent, it

should have made that request at the December 21st hearing. It should be deemed to have
waived its right to do change the deadline (i.e., move the hearing date) once the response
deadline had passed. If Private Wilderness elected to assume that the Court would dismiss the
Third-Party Complaint or this case in its entirety, and that an order to that effect would issue
1 Private Wildem~es's l'eciuost for a conti11ua1100 of the hearing was not received by Peteuons' co\lnsel
until after business hours on January 41\ and not imtil after Petersons had served Private Wilderness's counsel by
fax with Thil•d-Parly De.fe11da11/l' Robe,-/ and Nancy Petel'.1'01:1 '.r Request for Order Granting Sim1ma1y Juclgmenl,
Dismissing Thtrd-Pany Complaint and Awal'dtng Attorney Fees (11Jru1ua1·y 4th R.oquost") earlier the same day,
THIRD-:PAR'l'Y DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO THIRD-PAR.TY PLAlNTIFFS' OBJECTJON AND
MOTIONS REGARDING lWBERT AND NANCY PETERSONS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
,JUDGMENT - P11ge. -3
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before it had to file any responsive pleadings, that was a risk (with potential consequences) that it
alone assumed and should bear. Private Wildemess 1 s request for a continuance should be

denied.
Furtheimore, Private Wilderness's Objection to Petersons' Motion for Summ1:1ry
Judgment should be denied because it is untimely and insufficient, and because any further
delays in obtaining a decision on the merits of Petersons' dispositive motions further prejudices

the Petersons.
Like its request for continuance, Private Wilderness did not file the Objection until
January 4, 2010-one week after the deadline under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for filing
and serving a responsive brief and pleadings. The Rules do not provide for the filing of a simple
1

'objectionH to a motion for summary judgment, let alone an objection that rests merely on the

parties' pleadings. Rather, "an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials in
that party's pleadi11gs 1 but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this
rule, must set forth specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial." 1.R.C.P. 56(e).
Private Wilderness's "Objection'' sets forth no facts, let alone specific facts showing there is any
genuine issue for trial. Private Wilderness bears, but has not met, the burden that shifted to it as
the non-moving pw.iy once the Pctersons presented facts that warrant summary judgment in its

favor on all disputed issues.
Petersons obviously do not believe they should be in this cast, at all, and thdr t,ffort8 thu8
far have been almost completely focused on getting out of the case by having the Third-Party
Complaint dismissed pursuant to their Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings filed in August,
2009, and through their pending Motion for Summary Judgment. At the same time, so as not to
prejudice their own position, they necessarily have been required to incur expense in pre-trial
THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO THIRD-PAR'I'Y' PLAlNTIFFS, OBJECTION AND
MOTIONS REGARl>lNG lWBlfiRT AND NANCY l'.ETERSONS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - Pnge 4
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discovery and prcpurntfrln ot:1 a C!iSC tht,y cfo ·.not believe tlwy should have to litigate, Pt::tersons
wc,u!(I not be involved in this rnut.tC:t\ s.11d would rwt be im:u:rring udditionnl foe,~ and co.l.!ts, but
for Private Wilderness filing its Third··Party Complaint. ·111e Court, the:r,~fon\ should :not be
pci;suadoo by Privute Wi1de111os~'8 1·e.fore11ces to judici,tl efficiency or oo.n.oem for th(') pmtles'

time und resource!!.
Peternons renew t:heir Jmmm·y 4th Request, in whk11 !hey asked the Court: t<) ,mtm: nt1
t)rde.r granting Peterso11B summary judgment on their Motion for Smnrnory Jud~}l;i.tmt, disrnfasing
Third~JJarty Plai11tiffs' Third . .Purty Complai11t, and awarding Pelersons their attonwy foes and
co.sts in defi.m.ding this action.

RespcctfoHy submitted this 6111 day ofJanua:ry, 2010.
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

BL / y>!,J"IWI,'//Ill
.:L«&:.1:c:.!P"
1

1

MitHAEL C. CREAMER
Attotneys jbr '1~iird~Par~y D~tfimdcmts
Robt!tt r.md Naru:v Pe.te,~wn

TH!RD-:J!AR.TV l)li;l'l~Nl)A!'ff~P RI,!SPONtm TO TffiRl)-PARTY PLAlN'I'.IFl•'S' on.mcTION AN))
MOTIONS rmGA.RDING IlORER.1' A...11m NANCY PETE:1180:NS' MO'r!ON FOR Sl/MMARY
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Cli'.!.R'I'lF'ICATJ.: OF SERVlCll~
I hereby certify thut on the oui duy of Jm1um-y, 2010, n true nn.d con-ct."t C<)J>Y oft:he
foregoi11g wns sel'ved upon the fol.lowi:t1.g individual( s) hy tbe r.neans iridica.ted.:
Ronuld 1.. Swufford
SWAF!-'OlU.> l..A W0FflCE, CHARTERED
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Fulls, ID 83404
Attomey.11 Dr~fendants/11iirtl·Pa,-t;v PlairitUJJ
Do11ald L. Ha:tds
Karl R. Decker
HOI.m!'N, KID.WELL, .HAHN&: CRAPO 1

P.L.L.C.
'.I 000 Riverwalk Di·,, Ste. 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Attomey.sfor- Plaintiff

U.S. Mail, postage:: prepa.i(l

Express Mail
Haml Dellvery
Facsimile (208) 524~4131

E--Mail
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
ExtYrc:ss Mail
Hand Deli very
Fncsi1t1il e (208) 523~9518

E-Man

TlltlU)-l'>AltTV ])~;(,'l~Nl>AN'l'S' IU-~SPONS:~~ TO 'JHIRD--f.'ARTY PLAINTII!".ll'S' OlU.IJ'!C'rJ()N AND
MOTIONS 1UCGARDING IW:8£RT k~D NANCY .P:~~n;RSONS' MO'rJON Jt()R SUMMARY
JU.ilGMli!N'f -~ Pag~ 6
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SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED
Ronald 1. Swafford, Esq., Bar No.1657
R. James Archibald, Esq., Bar No. 444 5
Trevor L. Cascleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217
525 Ninth Sneet
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
Telephone: (208) 524-4002
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131
Atcorneys for Private \Nilderness, the Davises, and the Mm-rays

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

FERN PETERSON, a protected person,
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,
vs.

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and
YU V\TEN DAVIS, husband and wile; KEVIN
MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, husband
and wife; and DAVID LAWREN CE,
Defendants.

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and
YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN
MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, husband
and wife; and DAVID LAWREN CE.
Third--Parcy Plaincilfs,
vs.

Case No.: CV-2007--3163
MOTION FOR STAY OF
DISCOVERY AND MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER

P. 2/12
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ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband
and wife,
Third--Party Defendants.

COMES NOW the Dclendants and Cross--Clairnants, Private Wilderness, the Davises,
and the Mm-rays, by and through their attorney a£ record, RONALD L SWAFFORD, ESQ. a£
Swafford Law Office, Cha:rtered, who hereby Moves this Court for the invocation of a Seay on all
discovery during the pendency of the Court's deliberations on the Motions pending before it.

The Court is deliberating the Plaintiff's Motion to Dismiss, and the Defendants'
Objection and Conditional Motion to Dismiss with regard co Attorney Fees and Costs, and as
they relate to the Third-Party Defendants' Motion for Permissive Appeal, all of which will in
some manner dispose of the substantive issues litigated between the parties.

\iVhile the Court is considering the above described issues which will almost assutedly
dispose of the substantive controversy, the Cross--Defendants through their counsel, Mr.
Creamer, has for some unknown and inexolicable.
reason, increased the costs and fees for his
.

client, and seeks to increase che costs and fees of Private Wilderness through irrelevant,
immatel'ial and moot questions regarding the primary controversy. On December 28th, the
De£endants/Cross~Claimants herein received a 17 page Discovery Request involving requests for
production, interrogatories and request for admission. Then, on December 30, 2009, the

Defendants/Cross~Claimants received an additional 4 page Discovery Request with 117 pages in
attachments involving additional Requests for Admissions.

Jan. 6. 2010 3:35PM

Law

No. 2016

P. 4/12

The Court's Scheduling Order of September 3, 2009 ordered that discovery 'muse be
served and completely responded co at least 60 days prior to trial". January 8th, 2010 is sixty

days (60) before trial. The discovery requests were served on December 28th, 2009 and
December 30, 2009 respectively. The responses will not be due untilJanuary 28th 2010 and
January 30, 2010, wirich is 20 and 22 days beyond the respective discovery cut off date. The last
date that the Third-Party Defendants could have timely served this discovery to comply with the
prenial order was December 9, 2009. The Cross-Defendant is deliberc;1,tely violating the Court's
scheduling Order by serving discovery which cannot tilnely be responded to prior to January
8th, 2010, the Court's clear discoveiy d.eaclline.

It is blatantly obvious that submission of additional discove..ry at this state of the
proceedings serves no beneficial purpose other than needlessly increasing costs and fees for the
litigants.

If the Court dismisses the Plaintiff's Complaint,
the Defendanc's cross,claim becomes
.
moot. Furcher, the discovery seeks to re..,open the easement dispute bt:tween Robert and Nancy
Petcrson and Private Wilderness all of which are moot, irrekvant and irrunate:rial considering
the settlement agreement (Bingham case CV,,2006--1289).
It appears that Robe:tt Peterson is-- once again, wanting to escalate costly htigation, and

re,..litigate the easement issue. Only a portion of the discovery requested would be relevant, and
o:nly if the mar:ter proceeded to trial which is extremely unlikely.
It is requested that the Court granr: a Stay of Discovery, and further grant Private
Wilderness a Protection Order with regard to the newly issued discovery until further Order of

-----------~~1

No. 2016

P. 5/12

the Court. Private Wilderness desires to avoid the needless incui.:rence of fees and costs in this
matter.
(?-.
DATED thisi__ day ofJanuaJ.j\ 2010.
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED

RONALD L SWAFFORD, ESQ.
Attorneys for Defendants/Cross--Claimants

Jan. 6. 2010

3:35PM
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on r:hls day I caused co be served a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document on r:he parties designated below and by the method 0£ delivery :indicated:

MAlLrNG

Michael Crearnei-, Esq.
Givens Pursley) UP

./ FAXING (208,.388--1300)

P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701--2720
(208)388--1200

o HAND DELIVERY
O COURTHOUSE BOX

DMAILING

Donald L. Harris, Esq.
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn est Crapo

J' FAXING (208,.523--9518)

P.O. Box 50130

D HAND DELIVERY

Idaho Falls, ID 83405
(208)523--0620

COURTHOUSE BOX
DATED this

df1-dayofjanuary,2010.
SWAFFORD Li:\.W OFFICES, CHARTERED

~cJ-fu:=
RONALD L SWAFFORD, ESQ.

Attorneys for Defendants/Cr:oss--Claimants

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 33ifJ
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Michael C. Creamer, ISB #4030
Michael P. Lawrence, ISB #7288
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GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock St.

Post Office Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701~2720
Telephone: 208-388~1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
I 0291-2_ 74R7 l R_2. DOC

Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,
V.

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liabiiity company; CECIL DAVIS
and YO WEN DA VIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURR..A..Y and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LA WREN CE;

Case No. CV-2007-3163

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS'
RESPONSE TO THIRD-PARTY
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR STAY
OF DISCOVERY AND MOTION

FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER

and JOHN DOES 1-20,

Defendants.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS
and YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; and DAVID
LAWRENCE1

Third-Pa1ty Plaintiffs,
V.

ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wife,
Third-Part Defendants.
THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO THIRD-PART\' PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR STAY OF DISCOVERY AND MOTION F'OR PRO'l'lU""'\./"' rm,-um

nqgc

1
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Third-Party.Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson ('~Petersons"), by and through their
attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, hereby submit this response to the January 6, 2010
Motion.for Stay ofDiscovery and Motion.for Protective Order ("Motions") filed by Third-Party

Plaintiffs (collectively "Private Wilderness") in the above-captioned matter. The Motions should
be denied because Private Wilderness cites incorrect discovery deadli11es, because Petersons

have acted according to the correct deadlines, and because Petersons are entitled to dismissal of
the Third Party Complaint bnsed on Private Wilderness's r~presentations.

Private Wilderness is simply wrong that January 8, 2010 is the date by which discovery
must have been completed. According to this Court's September 3, 2009 2nd Amended Court

Trial Scheduling Order ("Scheduling Order"), a copy of which is attached hereto~ the deadline to
complete discovery is February li 2010. Accordingly, Petersons' December 28 and December
30, 2009 written discovery requests were timely, and Petersons did not "deliberately violat[e] the
Court's scheduling Order" by serving them, as Private Wilderness asserts.
Petersons' written discovery requests were not served for "some unknown and

inexplicable reason," Motions at 2, or to "needlessly increas[ e] costs and fees for the litigants."
Motions at 3. Petersons served the discovery requests because they have been sued by Private

Wildemess, expressly because Private Wilderness wants to be indemnified if it is found liable for
attorney fees, 1 The Petersons a1•e obligated to prepare to defend against that claim, unless and

until the Court rules otherwise. 2 Private Wildemess may believe a trial in this matter is
Pl'iv11te Wilderneas's counsel has represented to the Coul't in pleadings and oral argument, if rhe
underlying action brought by Fom Peterson was dismissed (as ha~ been requested by the Plailitiff) tho issue of
liability for attorney fees would remain to be determined,
1

l In t!ie status conference on Novl!lmber 23, 200~ and again in tl1e December 21, 200~ hearing on Petcr1101111'
Motions for Reconsideration and for Pennis~ive Appeal, Petersons' counsel ur~ed the Cou1·t to provide for an
expedited hearing and order on thefr dispositive motions because there werl!l looming discovery and othel' deadlines
th/It l'etem,ns c:ould not. ignore, Petersous waited as long as possible under the scheduling order to 11ervc their
discovery because it was anticipated after the Decembel' 21 ar hearing that an order on their pending motions was
forthcoming that might obviate the need fol' discovery.

THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO THIRD-PART\' PLAINTU'FS'
MOTION FOR STAY OF DJS CO VERY AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - Pngc Z
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"extl'(*1l.dy unlikely,?) M<)ti<irm at 3, but Petersons as yet havt'l 110 ·it1fo:r.mati01:1 to h::md them t.o the

1:1ame belie±: The Couri baH riot vu.cattxl t:he tr.ii,! or its Scheduling Ord~r c1r nihm <m the vudous
motions to di.smis~ 1h<: s.ction.

.P1·ivat:,1 W:ildcmess is 1wt entitled to u stuy O!' a _protective order.

Robert a11d Namiy Peter1~on and Pl'ivate Wildeme~s ... [is] mooti irrekvant ~ind hnmateriui
cor1sidedng the settlement ng,TcemtJ1:1t (Hingh!m1 case CV-2006 .. 1289). ·~ Motimis a.t 3. Pctersons

certainly wis.b Prlva.te Wiiderneski had c<>nceded this point five months ,).go instead of argtung
prt;ch,1e.ly -the cor1tnuy-····l.t.),, that :it was nm barred frmn re~litig.ating the e!lsmnc.nt issues here,

Bused on this admissio111 Petersons clearly are entitled tc1 a11 order dismissing l:he Third Party

Complal1it. with prejud.lce tmd uwurding Jletcrsons their attorney foes at1d costs in defo11ding thi~
actim1 as Peterson~ have p.revfously requested.

Respectfully m1bmiltecl this i' clay ofJanuar·y, 2010.
GIVENS PURSLEY) LL.P
~
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.Atton1eysjbr Third-Puny Defendants
Robert and Nancy Petet:')on.

TlHRO~~)ARTY. ·1H:FENDANl'S' RESllON'Sl<) TO THIRl).. PAR'fY PLAtNTW1<'S'
MOTION JfOR 6TAY OF JJISCOVF.:R.\' AJ:11.0 MOTJ.ON J!'OR PROl'l'X::TtVI1; ORU!i;Il ... Pngti 3
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J h~~reby certify th{lt on the 7'1 day <lfJanuary 1 20:10, a ttuc ~md correGt <:opy c>f t:he
foregt:ling wus k-lerved upon the .fbllowi11g indiv.idnul(s.) by t1w means i:mlioated:

Ronald L. Swafihrd
SWAr:1~0RD I.AW 0FFJCii, CHARTl~RED

525 N111th Street
Idnh,i Falfo, ID R34()4
.l.lttornr..;.-,r De/endant.~ff'J1ird-:Par~;1 Plaintiffs

Dom1ld L. Hanis
l-IOU>EN, KITJWJ.!U,, HMtN & CR.A.PO,
P.L.LC.

1000 Riverwalk Dr., Ste. 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho .Ft1Us 1 ID 834-05
Attorneys for Plaint{ff

0

U

D

~

U.S. Mail, postage prep,lid
Express Mail
Hmi.d Deli vory
Facsfo1i.le (208) 524~4131

O

B~w1a11

~

U.S. Mail~ postnge prepaid

D

D

[8J
[]

Exp1'CJSij

Mail

Hm1d DeHv""rY
Facsimil<~ (208) 523-9:518
E"Mail

nrnm~PAR'IY DE,l;"ENDANTS 1 Rl);SPONSJt TO Tmim~PART\:' PLAlN'f.U1'.fl'S 1
rvrnTrnN liOR Wf4 Y Oll' DlSCO\.'ERY .~N:rJ MOTION !•'(JR: l,ltO'l'.l);Cl'!V.I!) OlUHi~R ~, Puge 4
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J'ursuant to Rul~ 16 of the ldaho Rules cf Civil hocedUl'e, tlm following Scheduling
Order shall govem alI proceedings in Chis cm,;e. Therefol'e, it is bereb)' ordered as follows;

A. Notice ofHeatillgs.
l, Court Tr-ioJ will commence cm llib!r.sb 8, 201 Oa! tile hour of J:30 D,m. Cou11sol

shall be prepared Lo meet i11 chambers at 1:00 p.111. This matter is scl1eduled for four

and a half days,
2. A Formnl Prc~Trhll Confere11ce will be held

011

Febrmw,1 81 2-010 at the hour of

9:15 ll,1.!h Counsel for the parties are: required to a.ttond this co11fore11oe in person.
B. Pre-Trial Conference Procedure.
l, Tl'lal counsel for the parties are ordered to prepare a11cl file a Pn:i"Tria.l Memorandum.
11le Pre-'frin! Mt!l1norru1dum may be filed separately or jointly, but in any event shnll
be submitted to the Court nt lonst one (1) w0ek prior to the tlmo {If tho Pre-Tt·jnl

Confere11g~ (Fctb,·um·v l, 2010), The Pre-Ttial Memo1·tmdu11.1 shall co11ta.i11, in the

order outli11ed below, the following:
a. An i11dex of all exhibits. TI1e index shall fodicate: 1J a brief descdption of the
exllibi~ 2) whether the parties have stipulated to admissibility, and if not, 3)
the legal gl'Ou11d.s fol' ol1jection. Ifthe memm·a11d1.11n is filed joi11tl y, the index
shall also indicate by whom the exhibit is being offered.
b. Au indication of whether depositions~ admissio11s, ii1te1·rngatory responses, or

othe1· discovery re.spouses are to be used in lir,u of live testimo11y, the rnanner

/zj which such evidence will be presented, and the legal gl'Otm.d~· for any
oqjectio11 to such excerpts.

c. A Slll'l.lllllH',Y t>f the dootlmentary ,widence suppo1ting the dtm1ages sougl1t by
the partie~ shall be appended io the Pre~ Trial Memorandum. The

Memonllldum shall include a stiitement as to whether the parties have
stipulated to the ,tdmission of the summary under Rule 1006, of the ldaho
Rules ofEvide11ce fo lieu of the underlying documents.

d. A list of the names and addresses of all whnesses whicl1 such party 111.ay call
to testify at triat, including anticipated rebuttal or impem>hment wit:l1esses.

Expert witnesses shall be identified m; stich.
e. A briefno1H1.rgu1rumtatJve summary of the factual nature of the ca::.e. 111e
pU!'pose cf the sumnrnry is to p1·ovide an overview of the cuse,
COURT TRIAL SCHEDULING OIWEH.
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f. A stntemcn!: thnt counsol have, in good foith 1 disouased s.ottlemont

uns11 ccc:ssfutly.

g. A statement that all answers or supplemental a11swe1·s l(l incerrog11taries under
Rule 33 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure refiect facts known to the dale
of the Memorandum.

h. .A stnt0me11t of all claims,

i. Any admissions at stipulaf:ions oftbe parties which ca11 be agreed upo11 by the
parties,
j.

Any amendments to the pleadings and any issues of law 11bandoned by any of
the parties.

k. A shorl statement of the issues of fact and lflw which remain l:o be litigated at
the trial a11d those legal authorities upo11 which the:: party rnlies as to each issue
of law to be litigated, In addition the pal'tic:s shall inch.id·c a statement of

whethel' liability is disputed.

I. A listi11g of all m1ticiputed motion~ in Limine and any orders whic11 wiJl
expedite the trial.

2. At the Pre-Trial Co11forence, counsel will be provided an Exhibit List fol'm which
shall be submitted with eac.h party's exhibits as outline in paragraph E below. Upon
request, the iist shall be provided to counsel in advance of the pl'etrial conference.
3, At the time of the Pre-Trial Ccnforence, all J)artics shall be prepared to assist in the

formulation ofu Pre-Trial Order i11 the form desedbed in Rule 1.G(d) of the idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.
C. Discovery ProcedureEi and Deadlines.
l. J)iscovc1y Cutoff will be one (l) wc~k pdor- to tl1e scheduled Pr·e-Trill!

Confo1·cncc (P'ebru.m·p .l, 2()10), Counsel are advised that this cutoff menns that

ALL diliC()V<Jn'

wm be COMPLBl'B by tJrnt deadlillC,

2, Fact Witness~£: Plainliff slrnl! disclose the nnmes and addresses of all foct witnesses

which ~t1cl1 party may Gall to t~stify al triul 1 exoept for impeachment witnesses> onG
hundred twenty-five (125) dHys before trhil (October 6, 2009), Defondnnts shaU

disclose the names and addresses of all foct witness(:)S which suc11 party may call to
testify at t1·h1l, except for irnpcachtuent witnesse~. nincty ..fivc (95) clnvs before tri~l
(Nn11amher S, 2009).
COURT TRIAL 8CHEJ)ULJNG ORDlU1.
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3. Expert Witncs&es: Plaintiff shall disclose the .names and addre1m~s of all e>.:pe1·t

witnost.>es fo the mtmn~r outlined in Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
J>rocedure, disclosi11g the pe1·s011 expected to bt: called as an ~xpert witness, the
subject matter 011 which the expert is expected to testify, and the underlyillg facts and

dnla upon which the expert opinion is based, no later than one hundred twem:y-flve
(125) dny11 befclJ'c trinl (October 61 .2()()9). The Defendant shall also c:omply with
Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and make a similar

disclosure of their expc:rt witnesses no later tlrn.11 ninety..five (95) ,foys before tdal
(N<,vemher 5, 2()09).

4. Witnesses 11at disclosed in this mfllmer will be ~ubject to excluskm at trial.
5, Any witnesses cliscowll'e.d after the Just required disclosure shull iuunediately be
disclos~d io the Co1J1·t and opposing counsel by filing and sel'vicc stating the dat~
upon which the s~mo was discovered,

D, Motl 011 Cutoff:
l, All Summnn• ,Judgmeur Motions must be filed in compliance with Rule 56 oftj1e

Idaho Rules qf Civil Procedure. Such motions must he filed at lct1st· sixty (60) dnys

bcforo triM (J)ecembar I 0. 2009). The motio11, affidavits and supportillg brk:f shall
be served nt least twenty-eight (28) days beforn the time fixed for the hea1ing.
Opposing affldavi ts and answering brief must be served at least fou1tee11 (14) days
pafor to the date of the heming, Tbe moving party may thereafter serve a reply brief

within seV(!ll (7) dayb' before the hearing.
2. AH other motions must be filed by .J)acamber 1 () 1 2()()9, This includes all motions

concerning imy o~jections to the testimony of e>:perts at trial. This does not include
otber Motions in Limine the purti1;JS may wish to file ll'l compliance with the Jd~l10

Rules of Civil Procedure:.
E. Exhibits:
1. A1l exhibit§ thnt m·(\ to he in trod need nt Mnl !-ihnll be nre-mai·lwd and dcposltcid

with the Cler]( of the Court fourteen (14} day~ before trhil ( .lmium·v 25, 20 I 0).
except tbose for impeachment.

2. Plaintiffs exhibits shall be nw.dced in num"ricEJl H04uence. Defenda11t's ex:biblts shall
be ma1'keci in alphabetical sequence. Labels may be obtuine:d from the Clcrlc of the
Com(, Emd should have the case 11umber and sta1·l date of tL'ial shown on them.
COVRT TlUAL SCHEDULING OHDlm
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3, Photographs shall be individually 1m1rked,
4. A duplicato Rei' of ff JI e:,.:hibits to pc sl111U al.~o be m·ovided to the Cgurt· fourt~cm

f14) dnys before trial (Janun.r1125, 2(/10) 1 excl'lpi thoso for impeachment The

duplicate set shall be placed i11 binders, indexed and deposf ted with the Clerk of thc:
Court for use of the Court.
5, No exhibits shall be admitted into evidence nt trial other than those disclosed, listed

a11d submitted to the Clerk of the Court in flccordance with tl1is order, except when

offe1:ed for impeachment purposes or unless they wore discovered after the lEJst
required disclosure.
Thi~ order shall control the coul'se of this action un!c:ss modified for good cause shown to

prevent manifest injustice. Pursuat1t to Rule 16 of the IdallO Rules of Civil Jlrocedure, if a party
DI' pm'ty1s

attomey foifo to obey a scheduling or pre-trial ordel', or if 110 appearance ifJ made on

behalf of a party at a schc;duli11g or pre-trial conforcmce, or if a party or pwt~,'s attorney is
substantially Lmprepared to pmticipate in the conference, or if~ party or pa1ty1s attomey foils to

participate in good faith, thejudg;e, upm1 motion or his ow11 initiative, may mul~e s1.1ch oi·d.ers
with regard thereto as are just, ancl amoug othe!'s any of the orders pl'Ovided i11 R1.1le 37(b)(2J(B),
(C), (D), In lieu of or in addition to a.ny other sa!lction, the Court may r~quire the party

01·

the

attorney representing said partr or botb to pay the l'easonable expenses inct11 1·ed because of uuy
1

i1011compliance with this rule, including attorney's fees, unless the judge: finds that tbe
noncompliance was st1bstantially justified Ol' that other circumsta11ces make an awEJrd of
expe1)sei; uqj usL.

All meeti11gs and/or he~dngs with the Court in the mattel' shall be scheduled in advance witb
the: Coul't's Clerk. The Cotat appreciates timi:: to adequately con.sider each isst1e before h, prior
to a hearing and/or meetiq~

DATED this

01~

day of

S
h

Da1• ·cm B, Simpso11
Dis· dot Judge

COURT TRlAL SCHEDULING OR.DER
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S\i\TAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED
Ronald L Swafford, Esq., Bar No.1657
R. James Archibald, Esq., Bar No. 4445
Trevor L Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809
La:rren K Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
Telephone: (208) 524--4002
Facsimile: (208) 524--4131

Attorneys for Private Wilderness, rhe Davises, and the Murrays

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR IBE COUN1Y OF BINGHAM

FERN PETERSON, a protected -person,
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,

Plaintiff,
Vs,

Case No.: CV--2007--3163

AlvIENDED
MOTION FOR STAY OF
DISCOVERY AND MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and
YU \,VEN DAVIS, husbanc:. and wife; KEVIN
MURRAY and SHERRI MURR.A.Y, husband
and wile; and DAVID LA\iVRENCE
Defendants.

PRIVATE 'WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and
YU \f\lEN DAV1S, husband and wife; KEVIN
MURRAY a11d SHERRI MURRAY, husband
and vvife; and DAVID LAWRENCE.
Thi:rd~Party Plain.tills,
vs.

----------3Cflp

,;f

Ja\~. 7. 2010 10:48AM

rd Law
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ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband
and 'Wife,
Third--Party Defendants.

COMES NOW the Defendants and Cross--Cla:imants, Private Wilderness, che Davises,
and the Murrays, by and through their attorney of record, RONALD L SWAFFORD, ESQ. of
Swafford Law Office, Charterd, who hereby Moves this Court for the invocation of a Stay on all
discovery during the pendency of the Court's deliberations on the Motions pending before it.
The Court is deliberating the Plaintiff's Motion to Dismiss, and the Ddendanrs'
Objection and Conditional Motion to Dismiss \.Vi.ch regard to Attorney Fees and Costs, and as
they relate to the Thi.rd.,Parcy Defendants' Motion for Permissive Appeal, all of which will in
some mamie:r dispose of the substantive issues litigated between che parties.
Vi/hile the Court is considering.the above described issues which will ahnosc assuredly
dispose of the substa11tive controversy, the Cross-Defendants through their counsel, Mr.
Creamer, has for soine unknown and inexplicable reason, inc:reased the costs and fees for his
client, and seeks to increase the costs and fees 0£ Private Wilderness through irrelevant,
immaterial and moot questions regarding the primary controve:rsy. On December 28th, the.
Defendancs/Cross--Claimants herein received a 17 page Discovery Request involv:ing requests for
production, interrogatories and request for admission. Then, on December 30, 2009, the
Defendants/Cross-Claimants received an additional 4 page Discovery Request with 117 pages in
'

atcachmencs involving additional Requests for Admissions.

!:l-f7

.,_

r·
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le is blatantly obvious that submission of additional discovery at this state of che

proceedings serves no btneficial purpose other than needlessly increasing costs and fees for t:he
litigants,
If the Court dismisses the Plaintiff's Complaint, the Defendant's cro.ss,claim becomes
moot. Furcher 1 the di.scove..ry seeks to re-open the easement dispute between Robert and Nancy

Peterson and Private Wilderness all of which are moot, irrelevant and i.nunaterial considering
che setdemenc agreement (Bingham case CV-2006-1289).
It appears that Robert Peterson is- once again-wanting to escalate: costly litigation, and

re-litigate the easement issue. Only a portion of the discovery requested would be relevant) and
only if the ma teer proceeded w trial which is extte1nely u:nlikely.
It is requested that the Court grant a Stay of Discovery, and furthel' grant Private
'

Wilderness a Protection Order with regard w the newly issued discovery until further Order a£
the Courr. Private Wilderness desires rn avoid the needless incurrence of fees and casts in this

matter.

'}fl,

DATED this _I_ day of January, 2010.
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE1 CHARTERED

qµ

~
RONALD L swAFFORI),ESQ.

Attorneys for De£endants/Cmss~Clairnants

- - - - - - - - - - _,....,....__...... .... .,.T""
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY chat on this day I caused t:o be served a true and correct copy a£ the

foregoing documenc on the parties designated below and by the method of delivery indicated:

Michael Creamer, Esq.·

OMAILING

Givens Pursley, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

.I FAXING (208-388-1300)

D HAND DELIVERY

(208)388-1200

D COURTHOUSE BOX

Donald L Harris, Esq.

DMAILING

Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130

.I FAXING (208-523-9518)

D HAND DELIVERY

Idaho Falls, ID 83405

(208)523-0620

0 COURTHOUSE BOX

DATED this ~ayofjanuary, 2010.
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICES, CHARTERED

~~e
RONALDLs
AFFORD, E s ~ '
Attorneys for Defendants/Cross--Clail:nants

DISTRICT COuP.T
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IN THE DJSTIUCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH .JUDICIAL

m ~ {WT'/1Ji;" ,,

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

FERN PETERSON, a protected person,
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,

vs.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRY
MURRAY, husband and wife; DAVID
LAWRENCE; JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRY
MURRAY, husband and wife; and DAVID
LAWRENCE,
Third-party Plaintiffs,
VS.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV 2007-3163

ORDER GRANTING
PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED
MOTION FOR DISMISSAL
UNDER I.R.C.P. 4l(a)(2)

)

ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
Husband and wife,
Third-party Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED MOTION FOR DISMISSAL UNDER !,R,C.I',

41 (A)(2)

Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson (hereinafter the "Petersons")
filed a Motion for Permission to Appeal this Court's Order Denying Third-Party
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 1 and a Motion for Reconsideration of this Court's Order
Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss. 2

Plaintiff Fern Peterson, a

protected person, through her conservator, Paul Peterson (hereinafter "Fern"), filed a
Motion for Voluntary Dismissal of this lawsuit.°
This Court heard all three motions on December 21, 2009. 4 This Court took the
matters under advisement. 5 Having considered all three motions, this Court is swayed by
Fern's representation that the original controversy between Fern and Defendants Private
Wilderness, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, Cecil Davis and Yu Wen Davis,
husband and wife; Kevin Murray and Sherri Murray, husband and wife and David
Lawrence (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Private Wilderness") has been
extinguished. 6

1 See: Motion for Permission to Appeal Order Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and
Memorandum in Support Thereof, Peterson v. Private Wilderness, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV2007-3163 (filed November 16, 2009) (hereinafter the "Petersons' Motion for Permissive Appeal").
2 See: Motion for Reconsideration of Order Denying Third Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and
Memorandum in Support Thereof, Peterson v. Private Wilderness, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV2007-3163 (filed November 18, 2009) (hereinafter the "Petersons' Motion for Reconsideration").
3 See: Motion for Voluntary Dismissal Pursuant to Rule 41(a)(l) I.R.C.P., Peterson v. Private Wilderness,
LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2007-3163 (filed December 7, 2009) (hereinafter "Fern's Motion for
Voluntary Dismissal"). See also: Amended Notice for Dismissal, Peterson v. Private Wilderness, LLC,
Bingham County case no. CV-2007-3163 (filed December 16, 2009) (hereinafter "Fern's Amended

Motion for Voluntary Dismissal").
Minute Entry, Peterson v. Private Wilderness, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2007-3163 (filed

4

December 21, 2009).
Id.
6 Fern's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal, at p. 1.
5

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED MOTION FOR DISMISSAL IJNDER l.R.C.P, 4l(A)(2)

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)(l) allows for voluntary dismissal of a lawsuit
by the plaintiff if all answering parties stipulate thereto. 7 Private Wilderness did not
stipulate to Fern's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal. 8
Barring a stipulation, a court may dismiss a lawsuit "upon such terms and
conditions as the court deems proper." 9 A trial court's dismissal of an action, pursuant to
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)(2) is discretionary. 10 Therefore, this Court must (1)
correctly perceive the issue as one of discretion; (2) act within the boundaries of its
discretion and consistent with legal standards applicable to the specific choices available
to it; and (3) reach its decision by an exercise ofreason. 11
Given Fern's representation that no justiciable controversy exists, and the fact that
neither Private Wilderness nor the Petersons argued that a justiciable controversy, other
than attorney fees, exists, this Court finds that dismissal of this lawsuit is appropriate. 12
This Court must next determine the proper terms and conditions of dismissal.
Private Wilderness argues that (1) the dismissal should be with prejudice; (2)
Private Wilderness should be deemed the prevailing party; (3) upon dismissal of Fern's
Complaint, Private Wilderness's Third-Party Complaint against the Petersons should be
dismissed; and (4) all attorney fees and costs requested by the Petersons should be

ldaho Rule of Civil Procedure 4l(a)(l); Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 68, 175 P.3d 754, 757 (2007).
Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Voluntary Dismissal, Peterson v.
Private Wilderness, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2007-3163 (filed December l 0, 2009) (hereinafter
"Private Wilderness's Objection").
~ Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a)(2).
w Parkside Schools, Inc. v. Bronco Elite Arts & Athletics, LLC, 145 Idaho 176, 178, 177 P.3d 390, 392
(2008).
II Id.
12 See: Private Wilderness's Objection; Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Petersons' Response to
Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Voluntary Dismissal, Peterson 11.
Private Wilderness, LLC, Bingham County case no. CV-2007-3163 (filed December 14, 2009) (hereinafter
the "Petersons' Response").
7
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awarded against Fern. 13

The Petersons request that Private Wilderness's Third-Party

Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and reserve the right to present alternative
positions. 14
This Court finds that dismissal of Fern's lawsuit, with prejudice, is appropriate.
The parties' positions aside, this matter has been on-going since December of 2007, and
is a companion case to Private Wilderness, LLC v. Peterson, Bingham County case no.
CV-2006-1289, which Private Wilderness filed in June of 2006 (hereinafter the "2006
Easement Suit"). Both lawsuits have been particularly contentious. The parties' wary
concession in this lawsuit that the terms of the agreement between Fern and Private
Wilderness have now been fulfilled, and the mercurial, often incendiary, nature of the
relationship between the Petersons and Private Wilderness supports dismissal of this
lawsuit with prejudice.
Private Wilderness's Third-Party Complaint simply seeks indemnity from the
Petersons in the event that Private Wilderness had been found liable to Fern. Since Fem
no longer seeks damages from Private Wilderness, Private Wilderness no longer has an
indemnity claim against the Petersons.

Therefore, Private Wilderness's Third-Party

Complaint against the Petersons should be dismissed. Dismissal shall be with prejudice
for the same reason as the dismissal with prejudice of Fern's lawsuit.
With regard to attorney fees, the proper focus is not upon the prevailing party, if

any, to this lawsuit. 15 The award of costs and attorney fees, or either, is not a prerequisite

Private Wilderness's Objection, at p. 4.
Petersons' Response, at p. 2.
15 See: Jones v. Berezay, 120 Idaho 332, 335, 815 P.2d 1072, 107 5 (I 991 ).
13

14
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to an order granting voluntary dismissal pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure

41 (a)(2). JG
The original dispute between Private Wilderness and the Petersons centered upon
Private Wilderness's access to its land, which it purchased from Fem. Private Wilderness
and the Petersons eventually settled their differences, but not before Fern filed suit for
foreclosure of Private Wilderness's mortgage and for breach of contract.

Private

Wilderness argued that it could not fulfill the terms of its contract with Fern because it
had no access to its property.
Even if the prevailing party standard applied to Fern's Motion to Dismiss, there is
no basis in the record for a determination of a prevailing party. Due to the parties' welladvised settlement of the 2006 Easement Suit, a finding of liability and/or fault was never
made with regard to the access issue. Had the present lawsuit gone to trial, the issue of
fault from the 2006 Easement Suit would have again been raised. Undoubtedly, a minitrial on the attorney fee issue would have rejuvenated the clash between Private
Wilderness and the Petersons from the 2006 Easement Suit.
Furthermore, the parties were ultimately willing to forego their differences in this
lawsuit. Any award of attorney fees and/or costs will, without doubt, once again throw
these parties into additional litigation, higher attorney fees, and a probable appeal. For
these reasons, this Court finds the parties should bear their own attorney fees and costs.
Finally, because a justiciable controversy between Fern and Private Wilderness
does not exist, thus negating Private Wilderness's third-party claim against the Petersons,

16

Jones v. Berezay, 120 Idaho at 336,815 P.2d at 1076.
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the Petersons' Motion for Permissive Appeal and Motion for Reconsideration are moot
As such, both motions are denied.
The jury trial in this matter, scheduled for March 8, 2010, is hereby vacated. A
separate judgment shall issue.
ITIS SO ORDERED.

DATED this

I~day of January 20

0.
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-CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a full, true and correct copy of the foregoing Order
Granting Plaintiffs Amended Motion for Dismissal under LR. C.P. 41 (a )(2) was served
on the parties listed below by first class mail with prepaid postage and/or hand delivered
day of January 2010, to:
and/or sent by facsimile this

:Ji_

Donald L. Harris, Esq.
Karl R. Decker, Esq.
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo,
P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq.
R. James Archibald, Esq.
Larren K. Covert, Esq.
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE,
CHARTERED
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Michael C. Creamer, Esq.
Michael P. Lawrence, Esq.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

FERN PETERSON, a protected person,
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,

)
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
vs.
)
)
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho )
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS )
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; )
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRY
)
MURRAY, husband and wife; DA YID
)
LAWRENCE; JOHN DOES 1-20,
)
)
-----'D"-e=fi=en=d=a=nts=·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ )
)
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho )
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS )
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; )
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRY
)
MURRAY, husband and wife; and DA YID )
LAWRENCE,
)
)
Third-party Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
)
ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
)
Husband and wife,
)
)
___T_hi-CC-.r_d___-p---"a=rt..,_y-=-D_e_fe-=-n_d=an=t~s._ _ _ _ )

JUDGMENT

CASE NO. CV 2007-3163

JUDGMENT

This matter, having been dismissed pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
41 (a)(2), is ripe for entry of judgment. In accordance with the Order Granting Plaintiff's
Amended Motion for Dismissal under I.R.C.P. 41 (a)(2),

IT IS ORDERED that the Complaint in this matter is dismissed with prejudice.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Third-Party Complaint is dismissed with
prejudice. All parties hereto shall bear their own costs and fees.
DATED this~day of January 20 0.

aJiren B. Simps n
District Judge

JUDGMENT

2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I ~~~·~~ CER11FY that a full, true and correct copy of the foregoing Judgment
was served on the parties listed below by first, class mail with prepaid postage and/or
hand delivered and/or sent by facsimile this --1--)__ day of January 2010, to:
Donald Harris,
Karl R. Decker,
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo,
P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200

0

US.Mail

D Courthouse Box

P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Ronald Swafford,
R. James Archibald, Esq.
Larren K. Covert,
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE,
CHARTERED
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Michael C, Creamer,
Michael P. Lawrence,
GNENS PURSLEY
601 W. Bannock Street

D U.S. Mail

D Courthouse Box

D U.S.Maii

D Courthouse Box

P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

.JUDGMENT

J

/

WI Facsimile

SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED
Ronald L Swafford, Esq., Bar No.1657
R.James Archibald, Esq., Bar No. 4445
Trevor L Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217
525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
Telephone: (208) 524-4002
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131
Attorneys for Private Wilderness, the Davises and the Murrays
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGILA..M
FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,
Case No.: CV-2007-3163
Plaintiff/ Respondent,
vs.
PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS and
YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wile; KEVIN
MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, husband
and wife; DAVID LA WREN CE; JOHN DOES
1-20,

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Defendants/ Appellants.

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS and
YU \NEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN
MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, husband
and wife; DAVID LA vVRENCE
Third~ Party Plaintiffs/ Appellants,
V.

ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband
and wife,
Third~ Party Defendants/ Respondents.

ORIGINAL3wD

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, FERN PETERSON a protected person through
her guardian, PAUL PETERSON, ROBERT PETERSON, AND NANCY PETERSON AND
THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, DONALD HARRIS OF HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN &
CRAPO, PO BOX 50130, IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83405, ATTORNEYS FOR FERN
PETERSON, AND MICHAEL CREAMER OF GIVENS PURSLEY, 601 WEST BANNOCK
STREET, BOISE, IDAHO 83701, ATTORNEYS FOR ROBERT AND NANCY PETERSON,
AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT;

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above named appellants PRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; CECIL DAVIS and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wile; KEVIN MURRAY
and SHERRI MURRAY, husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE appeal against the above
named respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Oder Granting Plaintiffs Amended
Motion for Dismissal Under LR.C.P. 41(a)(2) issued on January 11, 2010, the Honorable Judge
Darren B. Simpson presiding.
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule
1 l(a)(l)).
3. Initial issues on appeal are the Court's ruling and findings regarding the denial of
attorney fees and costs, determination of prevailing party and other elements of the above listed
orders identified upon review of the record and transcripts.
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.
5.

(a) A reporter's transcript is requested.
(b) The appellants request the preparation of the following portions of the

transcript:
1: Transcripts are requested for the December 21, 2010 hearing.

3{J) I

6. The appellant requests the following additional documents to be included in the clerk1s
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.:
(a) Motion for Voluntary Dismissal filed 12/7/2009 with all supporting
documentation;
(b) Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Voluntary
Dismissal filed 12/14/2009 with all supporting documentation;
( c) Amend Motion for Dismissal filed 12/16/2009.

7. I certify:
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of whom
a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below:
Sandra Beebe 501 N. Maple #310, Blackfoot, Idaho 83221
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for
preparation of the reporter's transcript.
(c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk 1s record has been paid.
(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to
Rule 20.

DATED THIS 22

nd

day of February, 2010

D,

Attorneys for Appe ant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document on the parties designated below and by the method of delivery indicated:

Donalc. Harris, Esq.
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn &;r Crapo, PLLC
P.O. Box50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
(208)523-0620
Michael Creamer, Esq.
Givens Pursley
P.O. Box 2720
601 West Bannock Street
Boise, ID 83701-2720
(208)388-1200

MAILING
)(FAXING (208-523-9518)

HAND DELIVERY
COURTHOUSE BOX

MAILING
?<]FAXING (208-388-1300)
HAND DELIVERY
COURTHOUSE BOX

DATED t h i s ~ of February, 2010.
SVv'AFFORD LAW OFFIC ,

R

ARTERED

OlS T RJ-CT COUR 1
:,[VENTH JUDICl.'.l 01srn1c:
BINGHt'--1"1 C.OUf.fTY. fD,\HG

Michael C. Creamer, ISB #4030
Michael P. Lawrence, ISB #7288
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock St.
Post Office Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants/Cross-Appellants Robert and Nancy Peterson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
FERN PETERSON, a protected person
through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,
Plaintiff,
V.

PRN ATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; DAVID LAWRENCE;
and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.

PRNATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS
and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife;
KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY,
husband and wife; and DAVID
LAWRENCE,
Third-Party Plaintiffs,
V.

ROBERT and NANCY PETERSON,
husband and wife,
Third-Party Defendants.
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Case No. CV-2007-3163

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL

TO:
THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS/THIRD-PARTY PLAINTIFFS, PRIVATE
WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; CECIL DAVIS and YU WEN
DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI MURRAY, husband and wife; and
DAVID LAWRENCE; and THE PARTIES' ATTORNEY, RONALD L. SWAFFORD,
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED, 525 NINTH STREET, IDAHO FALLS, ID
83404; and THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
The above-named Third-Party Defendants, Robert and Nancy Peterson, cross-

1.

appeal against the above-named Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs to the Idaho Supreme Court
from the Order Granting Plaintiff's Amended Motion.for Dismissal Under l.R.C.P. 4l(a)(2)
("Order"), entered in the above-entitled action on the 11 th day of January, 2010, the Honorable
Judge Darren B. Simpson presiding.
The Third-Party Defendants may cross-appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court as a

2.

matter of right pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 15, and the Order described in paragraph 1
above is an appealable order under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rules 11 (a).
3.

The following is a preliminary statement of issues Third-Party Defendants intend

to assert on cross-appeal:
a.

Whether the District Court erred in denying Third-Party Defendants'

Motions to Dismiss and for Judgment on the Pleadings on the Third-Party Complaint filed
against them.
b.

Whether the District Court erred in failing to rule on Third-Party

Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration of Order Denying Motion to Dismiss.
c.

Whether the District Court erred in failing to grant Third-Party

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment where Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs failed to
file any responsive pleading in opposition.

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - Page 2

d.

Whether the District Court erred in ruling that Third-Party Defendants'

Motion for Reconsideration of Order Denying Motion to Dismiss and Third-Party Defendants'
Motion for Summary Judgment were mooted by the District Court's granting of Plaintiffs
subsequently-filed Motion for Voluntary Dismissal.
e.

Whether the District court erred in determining that Third-Party

Defendants were not a prevailing party.
4.

Third-Party Defendants request reporter's transcripts for the hearing dates listed

in Exhibit A, attached hereto, in addition to those requested by Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs.
5.

Third-Party Defendants also request that the documents listed in Exhibit A,

attached hereto, be included in the clerk's record on appeal in addition to those automatically
included under Rule 28, I.A.R. and/or requested by Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs.
6.

I certify:
a.

That a copy of this Notice of Cross-Appeal and any request for additional

transcripts have been served on each reporter of whom an additional transcript has been
requested;
b.

That the estimated fee has been paid for preparation of the additional

reporter's transcripts as requested by Third-Party Defendants above;
c.

That the estimated fee has been paid the for preparation of the additional

documents to be included in the clerk's record as requested by Third-Party Defendants above;
d.

That the filing fees for a cross-appeal have been paid; and

e.

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

to I.AR. 20.
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DATED this

~day of March, 2010.

//

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

~~
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants/CrossAppellants Robert and Nancy Peterson
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CERTIFI-rfTE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the / / .;...;.--day of March, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing was served upon the foiiowing individual(s) by the means indicated:
Ronald L. Swafford
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICE, CHARTERED

525 Ninth Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Attorneys Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs
Donald L. Harris

& CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Dr., Ste. 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Attorneys for Plaintiff
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN
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U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Express Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile (208) 524-4131
E-Mail
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Express Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile (208) 523-9518
E-Mail

EXHIBIT A
Third-Party Defendants/Cross-Appellants request reporter's transcripts for the hearing
dates listed below in addition to those requested by Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs
/ Appellants:
June 15, 2009
September 14, 2009
September 28, 2009
September 29, 2009
November 23, 2009
December 8, 2009

Third-Party Defendants/Cross-Appellants request that the documents listed below be
included in the clerk's record on appeal in addition to those automatically included under Rule
28, I.AR. and/or requested by Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs/Appellants.
Document

Date

Motion to Join Third Party Defendants

4/30/09

Or,der Granting Motion to Join Third Party

8/5/09

Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings; Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings

8/11 /09

Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss
and Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings

8/25/09

2nd Amended Court Trial Scheduling Order

9/3/09

Petersons' Reply to Private Wilderness's Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to
Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings

9/9/09

Supplemental Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and
Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings

9/23/09

Motion for Permission to Appeal Order Denying Third-Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss
and Memorandum in Support Thereof

11 /16/09

Motion for Reconsideration of Order Denying Third Party Defendants' Motion to Dismiss
and Memorandum in Support Thereof

11/18/09

Third-Party Defendants' Request for Status Conference

12/3/09

Motion for Summary Judgment and Memorandum in Support Thereof

12/10/09

Affidavit of Michael P. Lawrence in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment

12/10/09

Affidavit of Robert Peterson in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment

12/10/09

Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party Defendants' Motion for

Reconsideration
Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party Defendants' Motion for Permission
to Appeal
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12/11 /09
12/11 /09

I

Document

Date

Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson's Response to Objection and
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal

12/14/09

Reply to Private Wilderness's Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party
Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration

12/17/09

Reply to Private Wilderness's Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party
Defendants' Motion for Permission to Appeal

12/17/09

Motion to Continue Hearing on Motion for Summary Judgment

1/4/10

Third-Party Defendants Robert and Nancy Peterson's Request for Order Granting Summary
Judgment, Dismissing Third-Party complaint and Awarding Attorney Fees

1/4/10

Objection to Third Party Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

1/5/10

Third-Party Defendants' Response to Third-Party Plaintiffs' Objection and Motions
Regarding Robert and Nancy Peterson's Motion for Summary Judgment

1/6/10

Third-Party Defendants' Response to Third-Party Plaintiffs' Motion for Stay of Discovery and
Motion for Protective Order

1/7/10

Amended Motion for Stay of Discovery and Motion for Protective Order

1/7/10
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*************************************************************************
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

************************************************************************
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, through her guardian, PAUL
PETERSON,

SUPREME COURT#

37437

Plaintiffs / Respondents,

-vsPRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; CECIL
DA VIS and YU WEN DAVIS, husband and wife; KEVIN MURRAY and
SHERRI MURRAY, husband and wife; DA YID LAWRENCE; JOI-IN DOES 1 20,

CERTIFICATION OF EXHIBITS

Defendants/ Third-Party Plaintiffs/
Appellants I Cross-Respondents,

-vsROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband and wife,
Third-Party Defendants I Respondents I
Cross-Appellants,

I, SARA STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certify, list and describe the
following exhibits which were offered or admitted during the proceedings in the aboveentitled case:
EXHIBITS/APPENDICES

TITLE
NONE

IN WI'.INESS WHEREOFG['ave hereunto s~ct_:'d affixed the seal of said
court at Blackfoot, Idaho, this

/

day of

(1.1-,2010.

SARA STA B, Clerk of the Court

*************************************************************************
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

*************************************************************************

FERN PETERSON, a protected person, through her guardian, PAUL PETERSON,

SUPREME COURT#

37437

Plaintiffs / Respondents,

-vsPRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; CECIL DA VIS
and YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wife; KEVIN MURRAY and SHERRI
MURRAY, husband and wife; DA YID LA WREN CE; JOHN DOES 1 - 20,

CERTIFICATION OF CLERK'S
RECORD ON APPEAL

Defendants I Third-Party Plaintiffs /
Appellants I Cross-Respondents,

-vsROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband and wife,
Third-Party Defendants /Respondents/
Cross-A ellants,

I, SARAH STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the
State ofidaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certify that the above and
foregoing record in the above-entitled case was compiled and bound under my direction,
and is a true, full and correct record of the pleadings, documents and papers designated to be
included in the clerk's record by the Idaho Appellate Rule 28, the notice of appeal, any
notice of cross-appeal, and any designation of additional documents to be included in the
clerk's record.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
court atB!ackfoot, Idaho, this

/4L day of

'-ft1
1

(2

Af-=

TAUB, Clerk oft e--

2010.

****************************************************************
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF STATE OF IDAHO

****************************************************************
FERN PETERSON, a protected person, through her guardian, PAUL
PETERSON,

SUPREME COURT#

37437

Plaintiffs / Respondents,
-vsPRIVATE WILDERNESS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; CECIL
DA VIS and YU WEN DA VIS, husband and wife; KEVIN MURRAY and
SHERRI MURRAY, husband and wife; DA YID LAWRENCE; JOHN DOES 1
-20,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Defendants I Third-Party Plaintiffs/
Appellants/ Cross-Respondents,
-vsROBERT and NANCY PETERSON, husband and wife,
Third-Party Defendants/ Respondents/
Cross-A ellants,

I, SARAH STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State
of Idaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certify I personally served or mailed, by
United States mail, one copy of the clerk's record and the reporter's transcript in the above-entitled
case to each of the attorneys of record, to wit:
Counsel for Appellant/Cross-Respondent:

Ronald Swafford, Esq., 525 Ninth Street,
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401

Counsel for Respondents:

Donald Harris, Esq., PO Box 50130,
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

Counsel for Respondent/Cross-Appellant:

Michael Creamer, Esq., PO Box 2720,
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720

ar

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court at

Blackfoot, Idaho, this

aI

day of

fl/

SARAH ST

(

2010.

TO: Clerk of the Court

Idaho Supreme Court
451 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720

DOCKET NO. 37437

(
(
(
(VS.

FERN PETERSON

(
(

PRIVATE WILDERNESS, et al.

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
Notice is hereby given that on May 19, 2010, I lodged a transcript of 141 pages in
length for the above-referenced appeal with the

Court Clerk of the County of

Bingham in the Seventh Judicial District.
Hearings included: June 15, 2009, Motion for Third-Party Complaint
September 14, 2009, Motion to Dismiss
September 28, 2009, Status Conference
September 29, 2009, Further Proceedings
November 23, 2009, Status Conference
December 8, 2009. Status Conference
December 21, 2009, Motions

Sandra J. Beebe, C.S.R.

May 19, 2010

